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ABSTRACT

As wing designs aim for higher aerodynamic efficiency, the underlying aircraft struc-

ture becomes more flexible, requiring additional features to alleviate the loads encoun-

tered from gusts and maneuvers. While alleviating loads, it is desirable to minimize

the deviations from the original flight trajectory.

In this work, a dynamic control allocation method which exploits redundant con-

trol effectors for maneuver and gust load alleviation is proposed for flexible aircraft.

The control architecture decouples the two objectives of load alleviation and rigid

body trajectory tracking by exploiting the null space between the input and the rigid

body output. A reduced-dimensional null space input is established, which affects

the flexible output (but not the rigid body output) when passed through a null space

filter to generate incremental control signals. This null space input is determined to

maintain the flexible output of the aircraft within specified values, thereby achieving

load alleviation.

A receding horizon approach to generate the trajectory of the null space input

is developed based on linear aircraft models. This receding horizon approach then

informs a model predictive control-based control allocator function which can be

used as an add-on scheme to a nominal controller. Numerical simulations are used to

illustrate the operation of this load alleviation system based on linear models, linear

parameter-varying models, and nonlinear models. It is shown that the proposed load

alleviation system can successfully avoid the violation of load bounds in the presence

of both gust disturbances and maneuvers and with minimal effect on the trajectory

tracking performance.

xi



A case study to characterize the proposed load alleviation system identified limits

of its applicability to nonlinear aircraft and resulted in recommendations for its design

parameters. The load alleviation system developed and demonstrated in this work

can be applied to aircraft with wing flexibility high enough that the vertical wingtip

deflection is around 28-34% of half-span in cruise and the first out-of-plane bending

frequency is around 1.05-1.15 Hz. The case study also showed that a preview horizon

of 1-2 seconds provides a good compromise for handling both low-frequency maneuvers

and high-frequency gust disturbances.
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CHAPTER 1

Introduction

An aircraft in flight uses a balance of four principal forces to maintain stable flight: lift,

weight, thrust, and drag. Weight is a result of gravitational forces between the aircraft

and the earth and is always directed toward the earth. Thrust can be produced by

propellers or jets to propel the aircraft forward and its direction is aligned with the

mounting of the thrust devices. Forward airspeed produces aerodynamic forces of lift

and drag on the aircraft. Lift is directed normal to the surface of the wing and drag is

directed opposite of the airspeed direction. As aircraft are designed for increased fuel

efficiency, high aspect ratio wings and lightweight structures emerge as key features.

The higher aspect ratio increases lift and reduces induced drag. A reduction of drag

means that less thrust (and less fuel) is needed to maintain airspeed in flight. Using

a lightweight structure results in less overall weight for the aircraft. A reduction of

weight means that less lift is needed to keep the aircraft airborne. However, these

key features often result in increased structural flexibility.

An aircraft maneuvers in flight by intentionally manipulating the balance of the

four principal forces and three principal moments, aligned with the roll-, pitch-, and

yaw-axes. For example, deflecting a control surface in the tail can produce a pitching

moment to raise the nose of the aircraft, increasing the lift produced by the wings

resulting in an increase in altitude. Maneuvering performance is a distinguishing

feature of an aircraft and is defined to meet mission objectives for the aircraft through
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its design and flight controllers.

Gust disturbances also influence the forces and moments of the aircraft in flight,

in an unintentional manner. A gust disturbance represents transient shifts in the

freestream velocity of the air mass through which the aircraft is flying. These shifts

are generally changes in the direction of the freestream velocity. For example, an

upward gust disturbance would increase the angle of attack between the wind and

the orientation of the airfoil of the wing, which would temporarily increase the lift,

altering the flight dynamics.

A key challenge arising from the high-efficiency design is the higher resulting lift

forces (loads) when the aircraft undergoes aggressive flight maneuvers or encoun-

ters gusts. The lightweight structure of the aircraft may have a lower threshold for

deformation or fatigue which increases the probability of structural failure in flight.

The overall lifting force produced by a wing typically has an elliptical shape along

the span of the wing, as seen by the yellow shape in Fig. 1.1. The lifting force is

highest at the root of the wing and decreases slowly when moving toward the wing

tip. Closer to the wing tip, the lifting forces decreases quickly to a value of zero lift

at the tip of the wing. This lifting force deforms the wing, bending it upward, and

produces a bending moment at the root of the wing, where the structure is attached

to the fuselage (for a conventional aircraft design).

Existing methods to alleviate the maneuver and gust loads on aircraft are referred

to as Maneuver Load Alleviation (MLA) and Gust Load Alleviation (GLA). One

common technique for alleviating wing loads is to manipulate the shape of the lifting

forces along the span of the wing [1]. The lifting forces near the root of the wing can be

increased while the lifting forces near the wing tip are decreased. This adjustment of

forces can be balanced so that the same total lifting force results, but that the effective

location of that force is closer to the wing root, as seen by the blue shape in Fig. 1.1.

This results in an overall reduction of the wing root bending moment and a reduction

2



Figure 1.1: Portrayal of the load alleviation technique to shift the lifting forces along
the span of the wing

of the stress at the wing root. Therefore, load alleviation may allow maneuvers

which otherwise would have exceeded the critical stress limits of the structure. Load

alleviation not only prevents structural failure from overloading, it can also reduce

fatigue effects. This decreases the frequency of required maintenance and structural

inspection, decreasing the operational cost of the aircraft over its life cycle.

While load alleviation helps to preserve the structural integrity of an aircraft

and is the primary objective of this work, a secondary objective is to maintain the

aircraft maneuvering performance and trajectory tracking as designed, according to

the aircraft mission. Fulfilling the primary objective while ignoring the secondary

objective may result in adverse effects on the maneuvering performance and trajectory

tracking, further leading to a degradation of handling qualities or even mission failure.

1.1 Previous Work

This section provides a review of previous research efforts which are relevant to the

goal of load alleviation. These efforts show that there are many methods to approach

this situation, including both hardware and software. Each of these methods has

their own qualities and benefits.
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1.1.1 Hardware Methods of Load Alleviation

With respect to airworthiness, considerations for wing loads began to appear between

the 1930’s to 1950’s [2]. Patents for MLA systems were granted as early as 1949 [3] and

additional studies of MLA and GLA through the 1970’s [1, 4] allowed for integration

of such systems in operational aircraft. Early operational examples of LA methods

involving additional hardware or dedicated control surfaces include the fuselage mode

control system on the B-1 Lancer and the closed-loop GLA system on the B-2 Spirit

[5].

More recently, Guo et al. [6] proposed a design for a passive gust alleviation

device at the wing tip of a high altitude sensor aircraft in 2012. The device consisted

of a rigid wing section mounted to each wing tip by means of a torque spring and

a rotation shaft. Setting the rotation shaft axis in front of the aerodynamic center,

the device twists nose down to alleviate the aerodynamic force in response to a gust

load. Optimization of the design variables showed that a 17% reduction of wingtip

oscillation could be achievable. Later in 2016, a wind tunnel model based on this

design was tested with a scaled model of the wing for the sensor aircraft, showing

that a maximum 9.4% reduction of wingtip oscillation can be achieved [7]. When

coupled with aeroelastic tailoring of the wing, a maximum 28.5% reduction could be

achieved.

Fonte et al. [8] proposed a wing tip device with a trailing edge control surface for

active control of loads due to maneuvers and gusts. The control surface deflections are

optimized to reduce loads in trim and provide a general load reduction for maneuvers.

The GLA controller reduces wing loads by more than the increase from the addition

of the wing tip device. Therefore, their active wingtip extension can be a technique

to increase the wing span and fuel efficiency without affecting the wing internal loads.

Nguyen et al. [9, 10, 11] proposed a variable camber flap control system installed

along almost the entire span of the wing to optimize lift and drag performance through
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all phases of flight. This same system has been developed over several years, with

applications in load alleviation [12], flutter suppression [13], and ride quality [14].

The design has also been used to construct a wind tunnel model [15] which has been

tested at the University of Washington [16].

Including such hardware solutions in the design phase is preferred, instead of the

sustainment phase of an aircraft life cycle. Adding new hardware to existing aircraft

requires structural redesign, additional manufacturing and testing, which may come

at high cost. Therefore, software solutions exploiting the existing control effectors are

appealing.

1.1.2 Software Methods of Load Alleviation

Early software methods of MLA systems symmetrically deflected the wing control sur-

faces (e.g., ailerons, flaps) based on aircraft normal acceleration to reduce structural

loads [1]. The Active Lift Distribution Control System designed to reduce structural

fatigue of the wings on the C-5 Galaxy is an early example of a software-based MLA

system [17]. An MLA efficiency study by Yang et al. [18] found that the efficient

deflection is down for inboard control surfaces and up for outboard ones. This moves

the wing load toward the fuselage of a conventional transport aircraft, reducing the

bending moment at the root of the wing. Similar to MLA, GLA also uses the control

surfaces to reduce the load, but it may not lead to symmetric deflections. Also, GLA

typically requires a faster response to unanticipated dynamic loads [19]. To enable

more effective use of multiple control surfaces for LA, advanced control approaches

have been proposed.

Dillsaver et al. [20] proposed a GLA system for very flexible aircraft using linear

quadratic gaussian control techniques. This system reduced the peak wing curva-

tures by an average of 47% using numerical simulations of the aircraft response to a

stochastic gust. The system also worked with a pitch controller to track commands
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while simultaneously minimizing wing deflections, reducing peak curvatures by an

average of 56%. For cases with specific constraints on the wing deflection, a reference

governor was recommended.

Li et al. [21] proposed an adaptive MLA system which used two recurrent neural

networks. One neural network was used to identify the aeroelastic model of the

aircraft and its open loop response for a given maneuver. The other neural network

was used to alleviate the wing-root bending moment while maintaining the same

response for angle of attack and load factor. This was accomplished by a cost function

which included penalties for differences in the rigid body response and for control

surface deflection. The tuned system achieved as much as a 49% reduction in bending

moment, with minimal changes to the rigid body trajectory during the maneuver.

Yagil et al. [22] used a two-step approach to GLA by first constraining wing

deformation of a highly flexible aircraft to within linear limits in steady trimmed

flight. This was accomplished by determining optimal control surface deflections for

steady flight while also allowing sufficient control margin for an active controller. The

second step used H∞ loop shaping for the control of the dynamic response to gusts.

Model Predictive Control (MPC) is another control design method which directly

uses an explicit and separately identifiable model of the system to predict the dynam-

ics of the system from a current state for a relatively short time horizon [23]. This

prediction helps provide context to choose the best control action for the current time

(e.g., through optimization by minimizing a cost function). This design also provides

a systematic way to explicitly handle constraints on inputs and states of the sys-

tem [24], which is of particular interest for the purposes of LA. Additional benefits

and challenges of using MPC for LA are presented in [25], along with a thorough

discussion of previous work.

Haghighat et al. [26] proposed an MPC framework with a unified objective of

aircraft stabilization and GLA. This framework showed the potential of MPC to
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reduce loads caused by gust disturbances, but did not use preview information of the

disturbance nor explicit load constraints.

Wang et al. [27] developed a novel model order reduction method to represent

key structural and flight dynamics of a flexible aircraft using only 7 states (99.5%

decrease from 1566 states). This nonlinear reduced order model was then used for

nominal predictions to support a nonlinear MPC control design for GLA. The large

reduction of the aircraft model in [27] facilitates running this nonlinear MPC control

system in real time.

Early approaches to GLA used gust angle measurements at the nose of the air-

craft in order to tailor the aircraft response to the gust [28]. More recently, Light

Detection and Ranging (LIDAR) devices have been proposed to measure atmospheric

disturbances meters ahead of an aircraft in order to provide a forecast for the control

system. An early flight test campaign of such a system observed reliable gust mea-

surements up to 50 meters in front of the aircraft [29]. Giesseler et al. [24] showed that

employing LIDAR with a 50-meter measurement capability can effectively support

MPC implementation. Their proposed system significantly reduced loads at relevant

structural stations while respecting constraints on input ranges and rates. Recent

advances such as the direct detection pulsed doppler LIDAR have helped increase

gust measurement ranges up to 300 meters in front of the aircraft [30, 31].

The above methods either allow or ignore the effects of the load alleviation sys-

tem on the flight trajectory tracking. Therefore, an alternate approach for handling

multiple objectives is desirable.

1.1.3 Control Allocation Methods for Load Alleviation

One enabling characteristic for LA is that the aircraft must have more control inputs

than the number of rigid body degrees of freedom, which are controlled to follow

specific trajectories. This redundancy is referred to as over-actuation, and allows the
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control inputs to be utilized to handle multiple objectives using control allocation

techniques. The control allocation structure is usually comprised of two stages: The

first stage is a high-level controller, which guarantees the desirable output (e.g., flight

trajectory tracking). The second stage is a detailed allocator satisfying a secondary

objective (e.g., load alleviation) [32].

Control allocation literature categorizes the dynamic system’s input redundancy

as either strong or weak. A system has strong input redundancy when it is possible

to inject an arbitrary signal in certain input directions without affecting the state

response of the plant. A system has weak input redundancy when the arbitrary

signal does not affect the steady-state output of the system [33], making weak input

redundancy a subset of strong input redundancy. Strong input redundancy can also

be thought of as when the number of control inputs exceeds the number of internal

states used to define the system dynamics. Likewise, for weak input redundancy, the

number of control inputs exceeds the number of controlled outputs.

Control allocation methods that exploit strong input redundancy have been pre-

viously proposed for the control of rigid aircraft [34]. Frost et al. [35] introduced a

flight control framework with optimal control allocation using load constraints and

load feedback. Miller and Goodrick [36] proposed a control allocation framework

which accounts for tracking performance, trim condition enforcement, and critical

load limiting. These control allocation methods based on strong input redundancy

assume a static relationship between the load and the control inputs and may not

be effective in regulating dynamic loads with pronounced transient characteristics as

in flexible or very flexible aircraft. For this purpose, control allocation methods that

exploit weak input redundancy are needed.

Toward this end, Gaulocher et al. [37] proposed a method to design a new con-

trol allocation law for an existing nominal flight controller using optimized dynamic

trajectories. The authors used MPC and a prescribed maneuver to solve the dy-
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namic optimal control allocation problem offline, considering structural load limits

and actuator saturation while respecting the desired flight dynamics. A new control

allocation law was then synthesized using a frequency-domain identification method

based on the results from the offline optimization. This resulted in a heuristic system

which performed nearly optimally and was only initially demonstrated using lateral

maneuvers.

Pereira et al. [38] proposed two control system designs using MPC for MLA. One

design directly provided a control allocation signal based on state feedback and load

constraints. A second design used MPC to manipulate actuators pre-assigned to load

alleviation and the reference commands before they were sent to a linear quadratic

regulator controller in the inner loop. Both designs used cost functions which included

portions to minimize control use along with tracking error. Results reduced wing

bending by at least 30-40%, depending on wing stiffness, and successfully enforced

bending constraint.

Hashemi and Nguyen [39] proposed a two-part control system for longitudinal

command tracking that includes an adaptive control component to reduce maneuver

loads. One controller handles the trajectory tracking while a secondary adaptive

controller focuses on reducing the resultant maneuver loads. The secondary controller

utilizes an output feedback model reference adaptive control framework and dedicated

control surfaces to reduce bending moment, but unfortunately disrupts the trajectory

tracking performance.

As shown by this last example, the above methods still include some sort of trade

off between trajectory tracking performance and load alleviation. This occurs because

these methods do not explicitly exploit the structure of input redundancy to decouple

the two objectives of load alleviation and trajectory tracking.

Cocetti et al. [40] proposed a dynamic input allocator which directly exploits

the input redundancy of a system for the purpose of input optimization. In this
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architecture, the dynamic input allocator works in the same control loop as a nominal

controller to find the most suitable input trajectory based on certain performance

criteria (e.g., energy minimization or saturation avoidance), while maintaining the

same system output.

Duan and Okwudire [41, 42] developed an energy-optimal dynamic control alloca-

tion method for multi-input, multi-output LTI over-actuated systems using an opti-

mal subspace which exploits the weak input redundancy of the system. This optimal

subspace establishes an internal relationship within the null space between reference

commands and desired output within which optimal control inputs can be found.

Duan and Okwudire used matrix fraction description and spectral factorization to

define a causal and stable proxy which measures the deviation from the optimal sub-

space. Then, optimal control trajectories were found by minimizing the proxy using

H∞ synthesis. This resulted in significant improvements of energy efficiency without

affecting system outputs. The proposed method was designed to improve performance

during prescribed mechanical processes (e.g., as in additive manufacturing) which led

to solutions based on the entire duration of the process. In order to apply this method

to a more dynamic process (e.g., aircraft maneuvers and gust encounters) may require

a method to shape the solution in a transient way. This method was also limited by

linear assumptions and did not consider robustness.

1.2 Literature Analysis and Features of This Dis-

sertation

The load alleviation system developed in this work is designed so that it can be added

to an existing aircraft. Additionally, the LA system is intended to complement, rather

than replace, the nominal aircraft flight controller which has been tuned to provide

the best performance for mission objectives. The available approaches for aircraft
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load alleviation can be distinguished by the use of additional hardware (or purpose-

specific hardware) or just using existing hardware. In order to avoid the additional

costs from structural analysis that come along with adding new hardware, a strictly

software-based approach is pursued.

Within the software-based approaches, many methods reduced loads at the ex-

pense of aircraft flight performance (e.g., [20, 22, 26, 39]), which could degrade the

aircraft’s ability to meet mission objectives. This degradation of performance can

be reduced by control allocation techniques based on multi-objective optimization,

such as [35, 36, 38]. However, these techniques still involve a trade-off between load

alleviation and flight performance because the two objectives are contained within

the same cost function used for optimization. This trade-off can be avoided by using

dynamic control allocation techniques to directly exploit the input redundancy of the

aircraft and decouple the objectives of load alleviation and flight performance.

In this dissertation, a unified dynamic control allocation method for both MLA

and GLA in weakly input redundant flexible aircraft is proposed. This method aug-

ments the nominal control system of the aircraft and exploits the aircraft’s redundant

control effectors. It is based upon the proxy-based optimal dynamic control alloca-

tion method developed by Duan and Okwudire [41, 42] and addresses the limitations

identified by the authors. This work is distinct from the architecture proposed in

[40] in that it is designed for a system with two distinct output types, where the

control allocator exploits the null space of one output type (in the primary control

loop) in order to control the other output type using an auxiliary control loop. In

this way, the control architecture decouples the two objectives of load alleviation and

rigid body trajectory tracking. It is assumed that a desired maneuver trajectory and

the gust profile for the near future are known a priori (e.g., through measurements

with a LIDAR for the gust). This assumption facilitates the development of a unified

LA solution for both maneuver and gust loads.
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The concept is first implemented with a full-knowledge preview of an aircraft

maneuver. A receding horizon approach is then developed to increase robustness and

accommodate gust disturbances and maneuvers with limited preview. A parameter-

varying control allocation method is also developed to accommodate aircraft dynamics

variability with flight conditions. The receding horizon control allocation approach

is then used to inform an MPC-based control allocator function, which operates as

an add-on scheme to a nominal controller and facilitates the implementation of the

proposed approach in nonlinear model simulations.

The feasibility of the proposed method is investigated through numerical sim-

ulations on a model of a stiffened X-HALE aircraft [43] (shown in Fig. 1.2) and

the Generic Transport Aircraft (GTA) [44]. The boundary of applicability of the

proposed linear model-based LA system is characterized through simulations with

nonlinear aircraft models. This characterization showed a limit with respect to the

aircraft stiffness and resulted in a recommendation for a time preview horizon.

Figure 1.2: X-HALE aircraft developed at University of Michigan
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1.3 Dissertation Outline

The LA system investigated in this dissertation is developed using a step-by-step ap-

proach, starting with the treatment based on linear system models and assumptions,

and then increasing in nonlinearity and complexity. This approach provides a conser-

vative way to prepare the system for eventual application to a more realistic aircraft

representation. The remainder of this dissertation is organized as follows:

Chapter 2 presents the theoretical background used as a foundation for the devel-

opment of the system presented in this work. It begins by presenting a generalized

aircraft model, including the influence of gust disturbances and the separation of rigid

body outputs and flexible outputs. Next is a discussion of input redundancy, delin-

eating the distinction between systems that are strongly input redundant or weakly

input redundant. Following that, the models used for gust disturbance representation

are introduced.

Chapter 3 presents the theoretical development of the LA system developed in

this work. It clarifies the primary and secondary objectives of the system, which

are load alleviation and trajectory tracking, respectively. The derivation of the null

space filter is presented, which constitutes the mechanism for meeting the secondary

objective. Then the formulation of the Quadratic Programming (QP) problem is pre-

sented, which is used to meet the primary objective. As the next step, this initial LA

system is enhanced, adding a method to alleviate the loads from gust disturbances

on the aircraft. The enhancement also reframes the QP formulation so that it can be

used over a limited preview horizon, which recedes as time moves forward. To accom-

modate aircraft dynamics variations with flight conditions, modifications needed to

adapt the LA system for use with LPV models are considered. Several issues encoun-

tered in extending the proposed approach to the LPV setting are addressed. Finally,

modifications which support the implementation of the proposed LA system on high

fidelity aircraft models are developed. They enable the LA system to operate as an
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add-on scheme to a nominal controller in nonlinear dynamic simulations.

Chapter 4 presents numerical results which illustrate each step of the development

of the proposed LA system. The two aircraft models used for numerical simulations of

the LA system are described (i.e., the X-HALE and the GTA). Each aircraft model is

described generally, and then in more detail for the flight conditions used to investigate

the feasibility of the LA system concept. Numerical results are then presented as a

proof of the proposed LA system. As the system is enhanced to account for gust

loads and to utilize a limited preview with a receding horizon, additional numerical

results show the effect of these features. Further numerical simulation results are

used to show the efficacy of the modifications made to the system to accommodate

its implementation based on LPV models. Finally, numerical results are reported

from nonlinear dynamic simulations with the X-HALE and GTA nonlinear models.

Chapter 5 presents a case study used to characterize the limits of applicability of

the LA system based on a linear model when applied to a nonlinear aircraft system.

Specifically, the effects of aircraft flexibility level, preview horizon length, and load

alleviation level on the performance of the LA system are considered.

Finally, Chapter 6 provides a summary of the dissertation, of the main conclusions

and of the key benefits of the LA system. Recommendations are given for future work.
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CHAPTER 2

Theoretical Background

This chapter presents the theoretical background used as a foundation for the devel-

opment of the system introduced in this work. It begins by presenting a generalized

aircraft model, including the influence of gust disturbances and the separation of rigid

body outputs and flexible outputs. Next is a discussion of input redundancy, delin-

eating the distinction between systems that are strongly input redundant or weakly

input redundant. Following that, the models used for gust disturbance representation

are introduced.

2.1 Aircraft Dynamic Modeling in the Presence of

Structural Flexibility

Consider a flexible aircraft with nu control inputs, including all control surfaces and

thrusters. The aircraft is in free flight, with external inputs coming from a pilot or

operator for maneuvers, and environmental disturbances, such as wind gusts. Assume

the spatial dimension of the aircraft is relatively small compared to the gust (< 10%);

the gust is thus considered to be constant along the wingspan [45] and is represented

by disturbances from longitudinal, lateral, and vertical directions, i.e., g ∈ R3. The

values of the inputs for maneuvers and gust disturbances are assumed to be known a

priori over a given preview horizon Tp, which may be shorter than the total maneuver
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time Tman. The outputs of the system include nr rigid body outputs yr (e.g., roll,

pitch, yaw angles and their rates), and nf flexible outputs yf , which reflect structural

deformation (e.g., curvature, bending moment, or load factor). It is assumed that

there are more individual control input variables than rigid body outputs (nu > nr).

The aircraft is initially in straight, level, unaccelerated flight, and its dynamics near

this flight condition are represented by a LTI model with state-space representation,


ẋ(t) = Ax(t) +Buu(t) +Bgg(t),

yr(t) = Crx(t),

yf (t) = Cfx(t).

(2.1)

The internal state x ∈ Rnx of this system is comprised of the rigid body and flexible

states of the aircraft. The system is assumed to be strictly proper (i.e., there are no

feed through terms from input to output). Transfer function matrices are also used

to represent this LTI system, i.e.,

yf
yr

 =

 Gfu(s) Gfg(s)

Gru(s) Grg(s)


︸ ︷︷ ︸

G(s)

u
g

 . (2.2)

Here, Gfu(s) and Gfg(s) describe the dynamics of the flexible output of G(s) from

control inputs u(s) and gust inputs g(s), respectively. Likewise, Gru(s) and Grg(s)

describe the dynamics of the rigid output of G(s) from u(s) and g(s), respectively.

For very flexible aircraft, The degree of nonlinearity in structural dynamics of the

aircraft may be so large that the linear assumptions used in the linearization process

have a very small region of validity. In such cases, a nonlinear aircraft model is used;

the dynamics and output have the following representation:
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ẋ(t) = f(x, u, g, t),

yr(t) = hr(x, t),

yf (t) = hf (x, t).

(2.3)

As with the linear representation, the internal state of this system is comprised of the

rigid body and flexible states of the aircraft and the system is assumed to be strictly

proper (i.e., there are no feed through terms from input to output).

2.2 Input Redundancy in Flexible Aircraft

Input redundancy can be either strong or weak. For a system with strong input

redundancy [33], the control effector matrix Bu in Eq. (2.1) has a nontrivial null

space, i.e.,

Ker (Bu) 6= 0. (2.4)

In flexible aircraft, the inclusion of the structural dynamics usually results in more

states than control inputs, and Eq. (2.4) is not satisfied. In such a case, the notion of

weak input redundancy [33, 42, 46] with respect to rigid body outputs can be used.

Weak input redundancy with respect to rigid body outputs holds if

Ker (Gru (jω)) 6= 0, for all ω. (2.5)

In flexible aircraft with weak input redundancy a desired rigid body output tra-

jectory can be realized by multiple different selections of control input combinations.

However, the various input selections may result in different trajectories for the flex-

ible outputs. Consequently, weak input redundancy is exploited to achieve the two

objectives of (1) alleviating loads caused by maneuvers and gusts while (2) maintain-

ing desired trajectory tracking of the rigid body outputs.
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2.3 Gust Model

There are two general ways to model wind gusts: discrete and continuous. The

influence of the gust on the aircraft model is prescribed by the gust influence matrix

Bg, as in Eq. (2.1). For a gust assumed to come from only one direction, the Bg

matrix would have a single column. For a gust coming from any direction, Bg has

three columns corresponding to longitudinal, lateral, and vertical gust components.

2.3.1 Discrete Gust Model

The discrete gust model treats the gust as a deterministic disturbance to the system

with finite temporal distribution [20]. A typical example of a discrete gust is repre-

sented by the “1−cosine” profile disturbance to aircraft velocity. In the time domain,

the discrete gust model is given by

g(t) =
U0

2

[
1− cos

(
2πt

tgust

)]
(2.6)

for 0 ≤ t ≤ tgust, where the peak gust velocity amplitude is U0 and the duration of the

gust cycle is tgust. The resultant signal defines the amplitude of the gust disturbance

and is used as an input g(t) in Eqs. (2.1) and (2.2).

The “1−cosine” profile gust disturbance is prescribed for standard airworthiness

certification in Title 14 of the Code of Federal Regulations (CFR) part 25 (Transport

Category Airplanes) [47]. Section 25.341 details standards for gust and turbulence

loads and uses a discrete gust model in the spatial domain, i.e.,

g(t) =
Uds
2

[
1− cos

(πs
H

)]
, (2.7)

for 0 ≤ s ≤ 2H. In this model, s is the distance penetrated into the gust, Uds is the

design gust velocity in equivalent airspeed, and H is the gust gradient, which is the
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distance along the airplane flight path for the gust to reach its peak velocity. The

guidance on using an appropriate value for the gust gradient is to try several values

from 30 to 350 feet to find the value providing a critical response. Section 25.341 also

contains expressions to define Uds, i.e.,

Uds = UrefFg

(
H

350

)1/6

, (2.8)

where Uref is the reference gust velocity in equivalent airspeed, which is defined by

the flight altitude, and Fg is the flight profile alleviation factor. The appropriate value

for Fg is found by linear interpolation between the value at sea level and a value of

1.0 at the maximum operating altitude. The Fg value at sea level is given by the

following expression [47]:

Fg = 0.5(Fgz + Fgm)

where :

Fgz = 1− Zmo
250000

,

Fgm =
√
R2 tan (πR1/4),

R1 = maximum landing weight
maximum take−off weight

,

R2 = maximum zero fuel weight
maximum take−off weight

,

(2.9)

and Zmo is the maximum operating altitude of the aircraft. For numerical demon-

strations presented in this work, the assumed values of the above variables will be

declared when appropriate.

2.3.2 Continuous Gust Model

For a continuous gust model, the gust velocity is modeled as a stochastic process

with a known power spectral density (PSD) [20]. Two commonly used continuous

gust models are the Dryden model and the von Kármán model. The gust velocity

PSD for the vertical and lateral directions of the Dryden model [2] is given by
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Φ(Ω) = σ2
w

Lt
π

[
1 + 3L2

tΩ
2

(1 + L2
tΩ

2)2

]
(2.10)

while the gust velocity PSD for the von Kármán model is given by

Φ(Ω) = σ2
w

Lt
π

[
1 + 8

3
(1.339LtΩ)2

[1 + (1.339LtΩ)2]11/6

]
. (2.11)

For each of these functions, σw is the root mean square gust velocity, Lt is the

turbulence length, and Ω is the spatial frequency. Between these two models, the von

Kármán model gives a better fit to observed data and is the standard model used

for commercial aircraft development. However, the Dryden model is mathematically

convenient as it admits a low order realization. A time history of the gust velocity is

generated by applying Gaussian white-noise as an input to the Dryden or von Kármán

models [2]. This time history is then used as as input g(t) in Eqs. (2.1) and (2.2).

MATLAB and Simulink have functions that generate Dryden or von Kármán gust

disturbances depending on aircraft velocity, altitude, and the direction cosines matrix

[48, 49].
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CHAPTER 3

Theoretical Development of Load

Alleviation System

This chapter presents the theoretical development of the LA system. It clarifies

the primary and secondary objectives of the system, which are load alleviation and

trajectory tracking, respectively. A combination of a null space filter and QP-based

null-space trajectory generation based on a linear model provide a starting basis to

meet these objectives. This LA system is then enhanced to address nonlinearities. It

concludes with steps to enable the LA system to run on top of a nominal controller

for nonlinear dynamic simulations.

3.1 Overall System Architecture and Objectives

The block diagram of the proposed system which accomplishes load alleviation through

control allocation is shown in Fig. 3.1. Assume the flexible aircraft G is controlled to

track a specified trajectory r(t) ∈ Rnr , 0 ≤ t ≤ Tp, for its rigid body outputs, where

Tp is the preview horizon. The tracking is realized through a nominal controller, C,

which uses only the rigid body output yr for feedback, and generates a nu-dimensional

control input u0. Note that this nominal controller C directly generates control effec-

tor commands and thus can for instance aggregate a typical flight controller [50, 51],

which generates required forces and moments and nominal control allocation. The
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Figure 3.1: Block diagram of load alleviation through control allocation architecture

reference commands provided to the nominal controller, along with the yr feedback

signal, produce a controlled rigid output trajectory, yr(t) ∈ Rnr , 0 ≤ t ≤ Tp and a

flexible output trajectory, yf (t) ∈ Rnf , 0 ≤ t ≤ Tp.

Note that the model of the flexible aircraft, G, has a large state dimension to

represent aeroelastic behavior. Consequently, a weak input redundancy, described

in Section 2.2, is used to inform the design of control allocation for load alleviation.

Weak input redundancy holds when the dimension of the control input, nu, exceeds

the dimension of the reference command, nr, and Eq. (2.5) is satisfied. This provides

an opportunity to control the flexible outputs of the system yf without affecting

tracking performance (i.e., the relationship between r and yr).

The implementation of our control allocation framework is based on two steps:

(i) the offline generation of a null space filter, which is designed so that the control

input increment ∆u produced as an output of this null space filter does not affect

the rigid body output yr, and (ii) online generation of a null space variable trajectory

v which is an input to the null space filter and enforces the bounds on yf using

a preview of the trajectory of the flexible output with the nominal controller. As

Fig. 3.1 illustrates, these two functions are realized through two highlighted blocks

N and L. This Control Allocator (CA) incrementally adds ∆u to the u0 signal from

the nominal controller, which simplifies the design and tuning process.
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3.1.1 Null Space Filter Design

The proposed CA generates a control input increment signal, ∆u, and adds it to the

output, u0, from the existing nominal controller to inform the control input for the

aircraft, i.e.,

u = u0 + ∆u. (3.1)

Assuming a linear model for the aircraft, we consider the transfer function representa-

tion for its input-output behavior in the form [yr; yf ] = [Gru(s);Gfu(s)]u. Subsequent

developments also assume zero initial conditions. The null space filter is designed to

ensure that the introduction of the ∆u signal still results in Gru(s)u = Gru(s)u0, i.e.,

Gru(s)∆u = 0. (3.2)

Note that Gru(s) used in the subsequent control allocation procedure is a transfer

function matrix and not a static matrix, as is common in the existing control allocation

literature for strongly input redundant systems. Therefore, to achieve invariant rigid

body response, the trajectory of ∆u needs to be determined for the full maneuver

rather than statically. Note also that Gru(s) is a fat transfer function matrix as

nu > nr, and ne = nu − nr is defined as the level of input redundancy. Accordingly,

u can be decomposed into nr principal control inputs up and ne extra control inputs

ue. Since input channels can always be re-ordered, one may assume that the first nr

inputs are the principal control inputs, i.e.,

Gru(s) =

[
Gp(s) Ge(s)

]
, u =

[
uT
p uT

e

]T

. (3.3)

Note that Gp(s) is a square transfer function matrix of dimension nr × nr and is

assumed to be invertible While Ge(s) is of dimension nr × ne.
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Based on Eq. (3.3), one approach to generate a control increment ∆u that achieves

the objective in Eq. (3.2) is by defining a dynamic system, with an arbitrary ne-

dimensional signal v as its input, as follows

∆u =

G−1
p (s)Ge(s)

−I

 v. (3.4)

The signal v will be referred to as the null space variable. Since there is usually no

guarantee that G−1
p (s)Ge(s) is stable, Eq. (3.4) is transformed into a different format,

such that all the unstable dynamics are only reflected in the zero dynamics [41]. To

accomplish this, G−1
p (s)Ge(s) is expressed using its matrix fractional description [52],

i.e.,

G−1
p (s)Ge(s) = NG(s)D−1

G (s), (3.5)

whereNG(s) andDG(s) are transfer function matrix polynomials. Then, an additional

square minimal phase denominator transfer function matrix polynomial, D0(s), is

generated to ensure the stability of the null space filter. This leads to the following

definition of the null space filter:

∆u =

−NG(s)D−1
0 (s)

DG(s)D−1
0 (s)


︸ ︷︷ ︸

N(s)

v. (3.6)

With ∆u generated by Eq. (3.6), it follows that
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Gru(s)∆u =

[
Gp(s) Ge(s)

]−NG(s)D−1
0 (s)

DG(s)D−1
0 (s)

 v
= [−Gp(s)NG(s) +Ge(s)DG(s)]︸ ︷︷ ︸

=0

D−1
0 (s)v

= 0,

(3.7)

i.e., Eq. (3.2) holds and the output of the null space filter, N(s), added to the nominal

input, u0, will not affect the rigid body outputs, independently of the selection of the

signal, v.

Note that the choice of NG(s), DG(s) and D0(s) is nonunique. Usually D0(s) is

selected in the form of a lowpass filter such that the control effort redistribution only

happens at low frequencies where the model is relatively accurate. Additionally, N(s)

should have minimal resonant peaks within the designed bandwidth. To achieve this,

D0(s) is selected to be a diagonal transfer function matrix polynomial, i.e.,

D0 (s) = diag {d1 (s) , d2 (s) , . . . , dne (s)} . (3.8)

Note that each di(s)(i = 1, 2, . . . , ne) serves as the common denominator of the ith col-

umn of NG(s) and DG(s), thus can be generated by averaging corresponding columns.

Defining this average to be ϕi for each column, i.e.,

ϕi (s) =
1

nu

(
ny∑
k=1

N
(k,i)
G (s) +

ne∑
k=1

D
(k,i)
G (s)

)
, (i = 1, 2, . . . , ne) , (3.9)

where superscript (k,i) indicates the element in the kth row and the ith column in a

transfer function matrix. Accordingly, di(s) is selected as

di (s) = ϕmp,i (s)

(
s2

ω2
0

+ 2
ζ

ω0

s+ 1

)
, (3.10)

where ϕmp,i(s) is the minimal phase transformation of ϕi(s) obtained by reflecting
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right half plane zeros of ϕi(s) to their mirror locations in the left half plane. The

additional second-order polynomial in Eq. (3.10) ensures that N(s) is strictly proper,

and sets the control allocation bandwidth to ω0.

3.1.2 Maneuver Load Alleviation

With the null space filter in place, the ∆u signal generated as its output will not affect

the rigid body output yr(t) (i.e., Gru(s)∆u = 0). The null space variable signal, v(t),

can now be generated to affect the flexible output yf (t). As shown in Fig. 3.1, the load

alleviation calculation uses a preview of the reference signal, r(t), 0 ≤ t ≤ Tp, along

with an LTI model of the flexible aircraft with the nominal controller to generate

a predicted trajectory of the flexible output, yf (t), 0 ≤ t ≤ Tp. Then, the load

alleviation calculation uses this predicted trajectory of yf (t) and the given bounds,

y−f and y+
f , to generate v(t). The following derivation shows this process.

Firstly, the closed loop rigid output response of the flexible aircraft with its nom-

inal controller (in a negative feedback loop) is calculated as

yr = Gru(s)[u0 + ∆u]

= Gru(s)C(s)[r − yr]

= [I +Gru(s)C(s)]−1Gru(s)C(s)r.

(3.11)

Secondly, the response of the flexible output is calculated as

yf = Gfu(s)[u0 + ∆u]

= Gfu(s)[C(s)(r − yr) +N(s)v].
(3.12)

Then, inserting Eq. (3.11) into Eq. (3.12) yields
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yf = Gfu(s)C(s)
[
I − (I +Gru(s)C(s))−1Gru(s)C(s)

]︸ ︷︷ ︸
Hfr(s)

r

+Gfu(s)N(s)︸ ︷︷ ︸
Hfv(s)

v,
(3.13)

where Hfr(s) and Hfv(s) are transfer functions which represent the combined re-

sponse from the reference signal and the null space variable signal. Eq. (3.13) can be

converted into the following state space representation:

ẋCL(t) = ACLxCL(t) +Br,CLr(t) +Bv,CLv(t)

yf (t) = Cf,CLxCL(t).
(3.14)

Let yf (t), t ≥ 0, denote the output of the system in Eq. (3.14) assuming zero initial

conditions. We can decompose it as

yf (t) = yfr(t, r(·)) + yfv(t, v(·)), (3.15)

where yfr is the component of the flexible output from the reference signal and yfv

is the component of the flexible output from the null space variable signal. The

assumption of zero initial conditions is reasonable when the maneuver starts from a

trim state, such as straight, level, unaccelerated flight.

With this expression for the flexible output, one can now set conditions on the

null space variable to ensure that ∆u(t) affects yf (t) so that it lies within bounds y−f

and y+
f for the entire preview time, 0 ≤ t ≤ Tp:

y−f ≤ yf (t) ≤ y+
f ⇔ (3.16)

yfv(t, v(·)) ≥ y−f − yfr(t, r(·)), yfv(t, v(·)) ≤ y+
f − yfr(t, r(·)). (3.17)

Now v(t) can be found so that the 2-norm of v(t) is minimized subject to the
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constraints given by Eq. (3.17). Note that yfr(t, r(·)) in Eq. (3.17) can be computed

by simulation of the model of the flexible aircraft with the nominal controller. To

determine the minimum 2-norm v which satisfies constraints (3.17), we use a discrete-

time approximation. Let Ts be the discrete sampling time and

v(k) =

[
v(k) (0) v(k) (Ts) · · · v(k) (nTTs)

]T

, k = 1, 2 . . . , ne,

y
(i)
fv =

[
y

(i)
fv(0, v(·) y

(i)
fv (Ts, v(·)) · · · y

(i)
fv (nTTs, v(·))

]T

, i = 1, 2 . . . , nf ,

y
(i)
fr =

[
y

(i)
fr (0, r(·) y

(i)
fr (Ts, r(·)) · · · y

(i)
fr (nTTs, r(·))

]T

, i = 1, 2 . . . , nf ,

(3.18)

where nT = dTp/Tse denoted the number of samples required to cover the preview

horizon Tp. Then, assuming v is constant between samples, it follows that


y

(1)
fv

...

y
(nf)
fv


︸ ︷︷ ︸

yfv

=


H

(1,1)
fv · · · H

(1,ne)
fv

...
. . .

...

H
(nf ,1)
fv · · · H

(nf ,ne)
fv


︸ ︷︷ ︸

Hfv


v(1)

...

v(ne)


︸ ︷︷ ︸

v

,

H
(i,k)
fv =



h
(i,k)
fv (0) 0 0 0

h
(i,k)
fv (Ts) h

(i,k)
fv (0) 0 0

...
...

. . . 0

h
(i,k)
fv (nTTs) h

(i,k)
fv ((nT − 1)Ts) · · · h

(i,k)
fv (0)


,

(3.19)

where
{
h

(i,k)
fv (0) , h

(i,k)
fv (Ts) , . . . , h

(i,k)
fv (nTTs)

}
is the impulse response of H

(i,k)
fv (s)

[53]. In discrete-time, the problem of determining the null space variable trajectory,

v(t), reduces to a QP problem:
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min
v

vTv,

s.t. Hfvv ≤ y+
f − yfr,

−Hfvv ≤ −y−f + yfr.

(3.20)

Note that no a priori guarantees of feasibility of Eq. (3.20) can be given; the

constraints can be relaxed with slack variables to ensure that Eq. (3.20) is always

feasible. Furthermore, basis functions can be exploited to represent v, thereby poten-

tially reducing the computational load.

Note that the above approach assumes complete a priori knowledge of the reference

and any other external inputs for the entire maneuver time. Hence it is referred to

as the “full preview” approach. This assumption may not be realistic for maneuvers

lasting longer than a few seconds, especially when considering the stochastic nature

of maneuvering flight and gust disturbances, therefore, a more robust approach is

desired for such circumstances. Such a robust approach is developed in Section 3.2.

3.2 Enhancement of Load Alleviation System for

Gust Disturbances and Limited Preview

The methods developed in Section 3.1.2 can be further enhanced with the capability to

account for gust disturbances, along with aircraft maneuvers. As depicted in Fig. 3.2,

now a combination of reference command, r(t), and gust disturbance, g(t) ∈ R3,

from longitudinal, vertical, and lateral directions is considered. As described above,

these external inputs affect the rigid output trajectory, yr(t), which is controlled by

the nominal controller, and the flexible output, yf (t), which is not controlled by the

nominal controller.

In what follows, an approach to including gust disturbances into our load allevi-

ation system is described. Then a receding horizon approach is proposed to improve
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Figure 3.2: Block diagram of load alleviation through control allocation architecture,
including gust disturbances

the robustness of the load alleviation system to the uncertainty in the preview of the

reference command and gust disturbance. With the receding horizon implementa-

tion, the preview horizon used for optimization can be shorter than the maneuver

time (Tp < Tman), and chosen so that it provides a more accurate preview. The

robustness is improved as the solution is recomputed at discrete time instants.

3.2.1 Inclusion of Gust Disturbance for Load Alleviation

To include gust disturbances, the same null space filter design is adopted but the

procedure to compute the trajectory of the null space variable v is modified as the

gust disturbance is included as an additional external input. The preview of the gust

is assumed to be available over the preview horizon which can be generated using,

e.g., LIDAR [29]. Beginning with an analysis of the response of the rigid body output

and flexible output, Eqs. (3.11) and (3.12) become:

yr = Gru(s)[u0 + ∆u] +Grg(s)g

= Gru(s)C(s)[r − yr] +Grg(s)g

= [I +Gru(s)C(s)]−1Gru(s)C(s)r

+[I +Gru(s)C(s)]−1Grg(s)g,

(3.21)

where g is the Laplace transform of the gust input and Grg(s) is the transfer function
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from the gust to the rigid body output (as in Eq. (2.2)), and

yf = Gfu(s) [u0 + ∆u] +Gfg(s)g

= Gfu(s) [C(s) (r − yr) +N(s)v] +Gfg(s)g,
(3.22)

where Gfg(s) is the transfer function from the gust to the flexible output. Inserting

Eq. (3.21) into Eq. (3.22) yields

yf = Gfu(s)C(s)
[
I − (I +Gru(s)C(s))−1Gru(s)C(s)

]︸ ︷︷ ︸
Hfr(s)

r

+
[
Gfg(s)−Gfu(s)C(s)(I +Gru(s)C(s))−1Grg(s)

]︸ ︷︷ ︸
Hfg(s)

g

+Gfu(s)N(s)︸ ︷︷ ︸
Hfv(s)

v.

(3.23)

The state space representation corresponding to Eq. (3.23) has the following form,

ẋCL(t) = ACLxCL(t) +Br,CLr(t) +Bg,CLg(t) +Bv,CLv(t),

yf (t) = Cf,CLxCL(t),
(3.24)

where xCL includes states from the aircraft model, the nominal controller, and the

null space filter. Let yf (t), 0 ≤ t ≤ Tp, denote the trajectory of the flexible output

corresponding to the specified initial condition xCL(0), and inputs r(t), g(t), and v(t),

0 ≤ t ≤ Tp, and computed from Eq. (3.24). To pave the way for the receding horizon

implementation in Section 3.2.2, zero initial conditions are no longer assumed. Note

that by linearity,

yf (t) = yf0(t, xCL(0)) + yfr(t, r(·)) + yfg(t, g(·)) + yfv(t, v(·)), (3.25)

where yfr, yfg, yfv designate the flexible output responses to zero initial condition

and r(t), g(t), and v(t), respectively (with other inputs set to zero in each case).

The yf0 designates the initial condition response (with zero inputs) of the system in
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Eq. (3.24). The load bounds on yf (t) can now be written as constraints on yfv(t, v(·)):

y−f ≤ yf (t) ≤ y+
f ⇔

yfv(t, v(·)) ≥ y−f − yf0(t, xCL(0))− yfr(t, r(·))− yfg(t, g(·)),

yfv(t, v(·)) ≤ y+
f − yf0(t, xCL(0))− yfr(t, r(·))− yfg(t, g(·)).

(3.26)

Just as in Section 3.1.2, one can look for an input v(t) with minimum 2-norm

subject to these constraints, convert this problem to discrete-time, and ultimately to

a QP problem.

3.2.2 Receding Horizon Implementation

The receding horizon approach is intended to provide a more robust way to handle

maneuvers lasting longer than a few seconds as well as preview uncertainty. The

approach assumes that accurate a priori knowledge of reference and gust inputs is

available over a limited preview horizon Tp (e.g., a few seconds or less). The mini-

mum norm trajectory for v(t) is calculated over the preview horizon subject to the

constraints in Eq. (3.26) by solving a QP problem. However, only the first few ele-

ments of the solution sequence are applied to the system (this shorter time interval is

referred to as the implementation horizon Ti < Tp). For example, the kth computation

interval spans kTi ≤ t ≤ kTi + Tp and the solution from kTi to (k + 1)Ti is imple-

mented. In this way, the entire maneuver over the time interval [0, Tman] requires at

least dTman/Tie implementation horizons. For each kth implementation horizon, the

initial state xCL(kTi) is assumed to be known (e.g., estimated by an observer).

As in the full preview approach, to find the optimal v(t), a QP-based formulation is

used. However, rather than minimizing the 2-norm of vk(t) over the preview horizon,

better results were obtained when the objective function to be minimized was chosen

as the square of the 2-norm of the difference ∆vk(t) relative to an assumed null space

variable trajectory va,k(t). That is,
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vk(t) = va,k(t) + ∆vk(t), (3.27)

for kTi ≤ t ≤ kTi + Tp, k = 0, 1, 2, . . . , where the minimum 2-norm solution is sought

for ∆vk(t) is subject to the imposed constraints. The nominal trajectory of va,k(t) for

k = 0 is zero and for k ≥ 1 is informed by the trajectory of vk−1(t) as follows

va,k(t) =

 vk−1(t+ Ti), kTi ≤ t ≤ kTi + Tp − Ti,

ṽa,k(t), kTi + Tp − Ti ≤ t ≤ kTi + Tp,
(3.28)

where ṽa,k(t) is a linear function of time with boundary values vk−1((k − 1)Ti + Tp)

and zero.

When discretizing the problem, filtering ∆vk with Hfv(s) is represented by the

multiplication of Toeplitz matrix Hfv and ∆vk (sampled ∆vk(t) arranged in a single-

column vector), as detailed in Section 3.1.2. The flexible output components over

the kth calculation interval are also sampled and arranged in single-column vectors

yf0,k, yfr,k, yfg,k and yfva,k. Therefore, in order to find the optimal ∆vk(t) to control

the flexible output for each implementation interval, the QP problem becomes:

min
∆vk

∆vT
k∆vk,

s.t. Hfv∆vk ≤ y+
f − yf0,k − yfr,k − yfg,k − yfva,k,

−Hfv∆vk ≤ −y−f + yf0,k + yfr,k + yfg,k + yfva,k.

(3.29)

As noted in Section 3.1.2, there is no guarantee of feasibility of Eq. (3.29), however,

in practice the constraints can be relaxed with slack variables to ensure feasibility.

The computational load for the QP problem increases with the number of redundant

control effectors ne and the chosen time duration of the preview horizon Tp. However,

choosing a shorter Tp may not ensure recursive feasibility.
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3.3 Adapting the Load Alleviation System for Use

with Parameter-Varying Systems

When applying the LA system proposed in this work to a more realistic aircraft

representation, one must consider nonlinear structural and flight dynamics that are

not captured by a linearization of the aircraft model about a single equilibrium point.

For example, the static structural deformation may be different at airspeeds higher or

lower than the equilibrium airspeed, resulting in a bias error. This type of bias error

may result in violations of structural constraints in the physical aircraft, while the

constraint was satisfied according to the dynamics of the linearized aircraft model.

This phenomenon can be observed in Fig. 3.3, which presents numerical results of

the full preview method to constrain the bending curvature of a flexible aircraft

when recovering from a descent. While descending, the aircraft velocity increases,

which causes an increase in the bending curvature influence from the horizontal tail

control surfaces. However, the solution from the LA system was based on the initial

equilibrium airspeed and its corresponding bending curvature influence matrix. While

it reduces the dynamic curvature, it does not satisfy the constraint, as seen by the

plot of the left curvature. To address this issue, the LA system is adapted for use

with a parameter-varying aircraft model, as a first-step toward adaptation for use

with a nonlinear aircraft model and, eventually, for use with more realistic aircraft

representations.

3.3.1 Impact of Parameter-Varying System on Load Allevi-

ation Step

In order to modify the LA system for application to an LPV aircraft model, one starts

by identifying an appropriate parameter that will distinguish significant operating

points and their associated dynamics. Then, one examines how this parameter affects
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Figure 3.3: Example results of bias error for a full preview solution using an LTI LA
system applied to an LPV aircraft model
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the principal dynamics of the system. For flexible aircraft in this work, the dynamic

pressure, q, was chosen as a distinguishing parameter because it incorporates the

influence of both altitude and airspeed on the flexible output of the system. Beginning

with the model of the flexible aircraft, Eq. (2.1) is expressed as an LPV system as

follows:


ẋ(t) = A(q(t))x(t) +Bu(q(t))u(t) +Bg(q(t))g(t),

yr(t) = Cr(q(t))x(t),

yf (t) = Cf (q(t))x(t).

(3.30)

However, the practical effect of this change in the aircraft model on the LA system

is found by examining the derivation of the null space filter and the QP formulation

used for the load alleviation step. Looking at each of these portions of the LA system

separately, this section will focus on the load alleviation step, while the change for

the null space filter will be examined in a subsequent section.

The formulation of the QP problem first begins by deriving a closed-loop system

expression of the flexible output based only on the external inputs (i.e., reference

and null space variable signals and possible gust disturbance). This expression is

important because it provides a connection between the unknown null space variable

signal and the given constraints to the flexible output and the predicted flexible

response based on the other external inputs. Therefore, even though there are internal

changes in the dynamics which produce the flexible output, the QP formulation only

depends on the predicted flexible output signal. Therefore, when using an invariant

null space filter, no significant modifications of Eq. (3.29) are needed to find an optimal

signal v(t) to satisfy the constraints.
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3.3.2 Development of Parameter-Varying Null Space Filter

Using an LPV null space filter helps ensure that the incremental control output

from the null space filter, ∆u(t), does not affect the rigid body output when the

specified parameter varies. To accomplish this, each linear model of the aircraft

Gi(s) corresponding to a particular qi is used, in turn, as a basis for generating a null

space filter Ni(s) for i = 1, 2, . . . , nm, where nm is the number of linear models used

to define the LPV system.

Two issues must be addressed to be able to implement such a parameter-varying

null space filter. The first issue is that the null space filter is not unique. Hence, the

null space filters for different values of the scheduling parameter may be mismatched

with each other with respect to their effect on ∆u(t). The second issue is that each

null space filter has its own internal state which is typically non-physical and is not

matched to the internal states of the other null space filters Ni(s).

Figure 3.4 stands as an example of how these issues can influence the LA system

response. In this descent maneuver, as the dynamic pressure increases, the LPV null

space filter transitions from one linear model to another to calculate v(t). When this

transition occurs while the v(t) signal is active (e.g., at 5.75 seconds), it may result

in instabilities.

3.3.2.1 Normalization of Null Space Filter Output Signals

The first of above issues is addressed by normalizing the null space filters Ni(s), i =

1, 2, . . . , nm. The idea of this normalization is to replace Ni(s) by Λu,iNi(s)Λv,i,

where Λu,i and Λv,i are diagonal conditioning matrices; these conditioning matrices

are referred to as a post-filter matrix and a pre-filter matrix, respectively. These

conditioning matrices are determined as follows. The Λv,i is defined by computing

the mean value, mig, g = 1, 2, . . . , ne, of the absolute value of all elements in the

gth column of the DC gain matrix of the null space filter, Ni(0). With the desired
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Figure 3.4: Responses of rigid body motion and wing root bending curvature for
descent showing complications of an uncorrected LPV null space filter system

interval Iv selected for the input, a value λv,ig is determined such that migλv,ig ∈ Iv.

The λv,ij values are then the diagonal elements of the pre-filter matrix Λv,i.

To determine the post-filter matrix, Λu,i, the mean value, mih, h = 1, 2, . . . , nu

of the absolute value of all elements in the hth row of the product of Ni(0)Λv,i is

computed. With the desired interval Iu,h selected, a value λu,ih is determined such

that mihλu,ih ∈ Iu,h. The λu,ih values are then the diagonal elements of the post-

filter matrix Λu,i. The intervals Iu,h are selected so that they coincide for similar

types of actuators (actuators that have similar range) and to produce coordinated

symmetric/asymmetric responses. For instance, the rows corresponding to the left

and right flap actuator channels can use the same interval to promote symmetry (e.g.,

Iu,1). Likewise, rows for the left and right thrust channels can use the same interval

(e.g., Iu,2). However, since flaps and thrust are not similar types of actuators, in

general Iu,1 6= Iu,2. Using the same Iv and Iu,h intervals to define each Λv,i and Λu,i

for i = 1, 2, . . . , nm normalizes the parameter varying set of null space filters.
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Note that the pre-filter Λv,i does not affect the defining characteristic of the null

space filter, that the output from the null space filter should not affect the rigid body

output. Indeed,

Gru,i(s)Ni(s) = 0⇒ Gru,i(s)Ni(s)Λv,i = 0. (3.31)

However, the postfilter, Λu,i, may affect the rigid body output unless Λu,i is a scalar

multiple of the identity matrix. That is, in general,

Gru,i(s)Λu,iNi(s) 6= 0, (3.32)

and hence, another approach is needed.

Consider the ideal normalization of the null space filter given by

N∗i (0) = Λu,iNi(0)Λv,i. (3.33)

One can obtain N∗i (0) by using only a pre-filter, Kv,i, if one can express

N∗i (0) = Ni(0)Kv,i. (3.34)

Note that because this is an over-actuated system, Ni(0) has more rows than columns

and Ni(0)TNi(0) is full rank. Hence, Eq. (3.34) can be solved for Kv,i with the solution

given by the pseudoinverse:

Kv,i = (Ni(0)TNi(0))−1Ni(0)TΛu,iNi(0)Λv,i. (3.35)

This new pre-filter, Kv,i, achieves the effect of the pre-filter and post-filter de-

scribed in Eq. (3.33) and still preserves the dynamics within the null space of the

rigid body output. The normalization given in Eqs. (3.34) and (3.35) resolves the
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first issue.

3.3.2.2 An Alternate Method for Receding Horizon Implementation

The second issue (i.e., inconsistent internal states for the various null space filters

Ni(s)) makes the most noticeable impact during the receding horizon approach for

determining the null space variable trajectory by quadratic programming. Specifi-

cally, when moving from one implementation interval to the next, continuity of the

internal state of the closed-loop system must be maintained using the initial condi-

tions. When considering this LA system, as shown in Fig. 3.1, one can see that there

are two different ways to relate the signal from the control allocator to the rest of

the system, and thus there are two options for maintaining continuity between imple-

mentation intervals of the system. One method is to consider the null space variable,

v(t), as the external input signal; this approach was used in Section 3.2.2. The other

method is to consider the ∆u(t) signal as the external input.

The former option integrates the dynamics of the null space filter as a part of the

closed loop system, and thus requires that the internal state of the null space filter

be maintained to ensure continuity of the system output when advancing from one

implementation interval to the next in the receding horizon implementation. This

option may cause issues as the LPV null space filter transitions from one basis to

another, as dictated by changing flight conditions. For example, suppose a null space

variable trajectory vk(t) for implementation interval k is based on N3(s) and its

corresponding G3(s) aircraft model (as dictated by the value of the parameter q at

the beginning of interval k). Then if the value of q at the beginning of implementation

interval k + 1 dictates a shift of dynamics to G4(s) and N4(s), using the value of the

internal state of the N3(s) system as the initial condition for the predictive simulation

with the N4(s) system may result in unanticipated dynamics because the internal

states of these two null space filters are inconsistent.
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The latter option maintains the ∆u(t) trajectory between implementation inter-

vals, which is determined by passing the v(t) signal through the appropriate null

space filter according to the value of parameter q (i.e., running a linear simulation

for ∆u = Ni(s)v). This shift from using v(t) to ∆u(t) as one of the primary inputs

to the system in controlling the flexible output, yf (t), has the added benefit that the

initial condition for new implementation intervals has a physical meaning because it

is the extra utilization of the control effectors resulting from the ∆u(t) signal. To ac-

commodate this change, several modification are necessary starting from Eq. (3.25).

Let yf (t), t ≥ 0, denote the time-domain solution of the flexible output of the aircraft

model, i.e.,

yf (t) = yf0(t, xCL(0)) + yfr(t, r(t)) + yfg(t, g(t)) + yf∆u(t,∆u(t)), (3.36)

where yfr(t) is the component of the flexible output from the reference signal, and

yfg(t) and yf∆u(t) are similar components from the gust and incremental control input

signals, respectively. The yf0(t, xCL(0)) component of the flexible output is based on

the initial condition of the closed loop internal state xCL(0), which includes states

from the aircraft model and the nominal controller. Setting Eq. (3.36) in relation to

the load bounds yields the following constraints:

y−f ≤ yf (t) ≤ y+
f ⇔

yf∆u(t,∆u(t)) ≥ y−f − yf0(t, xCL(0))− yfr(t, r(t))− yfg(t, g(t)),

yf∆u(t,∆u(t)) ≤ y+
f − yf0(t, xCL(0))− yfr(t, r(t))− yfg(t, g(t)).

(3.37)

Using the receding horizon approach described in Section 3.2.2, the trajectory for

∆u(t) is indirectly calculated over the preview horizon, by determining a minimum
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v(t) and then passing it through the null space filter (with zero initial conditions) to

obtain ∆u(t), i.e., ∆u = Ni(s)v, subject to the constraints in Eq. (3.37). Computa-

tionally, this reduces to a QP problem. As described before, only the first few time

steps of that solution are applied to the system. In this way, the entire maneuver

over the time interval [0, Tman] is iteratively constructed.

As in Section 3.2.2, a computationally efficient solution is obtained when the

objective function to be minimized is chosen as the square of the 2-norm of the

difference δ∆uk(t) relative to an assumed incremental control trajectory ∆ua,k(t),

i.e.,

∆uk(t) = ∆ua,k(t) + δ∆uk(t)

= ∆ua,k(t) +Nivk(t)
(3.38)

for kTi ≤ t ≤ kTi + Tp, k = 0, 1, 2, . . . . The nominal trajectory of ∆ua,k(t) for k = 0

is zero and for k ≥ 1 is informed by the trajectory of ∆uk−1(t) as

∆ua,k(t) =

 ∆uk−1(t+ Ti), 0 ≤ t ≤ Tp − Ti,

∆ũa,k(t), Tp − Ti ≤ t ≤ Tp,
(3.39)

where ∆ũa,k(t) is a linear function of time with boundary values ∆uk−1(Tp) and zero.

Inserting Eq. (3.38) into Eq. (3.37) shows how vk(t) is used to indirectly al-

ter ∆ua,k(t) based on the constraint violations arising from the ∆ua,k(t) trajectory.

Specifically, the load constraints can now be expressed in a form which is convenient

for use in a QP problem, i.e.,

Gfu,iNi︸ ︷︷ ︸
Hfv,i

v(t) ≥ y−f − yf0(t, xCL(0))− yfr(t, r(t))− yfg(t, g(t))− yf∆ua(t,∆ua(t)),

Gfu,iNi︸ ︷︷ ︸
Hfv,i

v(t) ≤ y+
f − yf0(t, xCL(0))− yfr(t, r(t))− yfg(t, g(t))− yf∆ua(t,∆ua(t)),

(3.40)
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where there is a corresponding Hfv,i system based on each linear model used to define

the linear parameter varying model of the aircraft system and the corresponding null

space filter for that model.

When using a discrete-time format, filtering vk with Hfv,i(s) is represented by the

multiplication of Toeplitz matrix Hfv,i and vk, as detailed in Section 3.1.2. Therefore,

this leads to the following QP problem:

min
vk

vT
k vk,

s.t. Hfv,ivk ≤ y+
f − yf0,k − yfr,k − yfg,k − yf∆ua,k,

−Hfv,ivk ≤ −y−f + yf0,k + yfr,k + yfg,k + yf∆ua,k.

(3.41)

Before solving Eq. (3.41) for each implementation interval k, the current state of

the aircraft system is observed to determine the value of the parameter defining the

LPV model such that the appropriate Hfv,i is used.

3.3.3 Closing Remarks on the Parameter-Varying Load Al-

leviation System

The investigation of adapting the LA system for use with an LPV aircraft model and

the utilization of an LPV null space filter was beneficial in revealing difficulties that

may arise from such an approach. In particular, the process is more involved than

in traditional controller gain scheduling. Two approaches were used to apply the LA

system to an LPV aircraft model.

The first approach was to use one invariant null space filter generated from the

linearized aircraft model at the initial flight condition and apply it to the LPV aircraft

throughout the dynamic control allocation process (see Section 3.3.1). This approach

allows a mismatch of dynamics as the aircraft operates away from the initial flight

condition and must rely on state updates from the iterative receding horizon approach

to account for this model mismatch. The results from the numerical investigation of
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this approach will be presented in Section 4.6.

The second approach was to design an LPV null space filter with dynamics which

varied along with those of the LPV aircraft in order to minimize model mismatch

(see Section 3.3.2). The results from the numerical investigation of this approach will

be presented in Section 4.7. Both of these results use the same maneuver to allow a

direct comparison of these two approaches.

As observed in the numerical results, both approaches satisfactorily met the pri-

mary objective of load alleviation. However, the added complexity of arranging an

LPV null space filter reduced the performance of the LA system in meeting its sec-

ondary objective of not affecting the rigid body output. In addition to the system

performance in this case, when considering the degree of change in dynamic pressure

needed to have a significant effect on the dynamics of the aircraft system and the short

time duration of maneuvers and gust disturbances, the use of an LPV null space filter

system may not be warranted. Throughout the entire flight envelope of an aircraft,

there will be a need for several null space filters, but the spacing of these null space

filters would be distinct enough that their arrangement in an LPV system would not

be necessary. This evidence suggests that the simpler design of using an invariant

null space filter is sufficient for alleviating loads for an LPV aircraft model and will

therefore be used for the next step of adapting this LA system for a nonlinear aircraft

representation.

3.4 Adapting the Load Alleviation System for Use

with Nonlinear Systems

The next step in this work to prepare the LA system for use with more realistic

aircraft representations is to consider its implementation on a nonlinear system. As

shown in Eq. (3.41), the constraints of the QP problem shape the v(t) signal that will
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control the flexible output. The right-hand side of the constraints is informed by a

comparison of the predicted trajectory of yf (t) to the flexible limits of the structure.

The left-hand side of the constraints is informed by the dynamics of the combined

system of the null space filter and aircraft model. Motivated by the conclusions made

in Section 3.3.3, this development will focus on the application of a linear-based LA

system to a nonlinear aircraft model.

Specifically, for maneuvers and gust disturbance encounters beginning at a given

equilibrium condition, a linearized model of the aircraft at that condition is used to

generate a null space filter. That combination of the linearized model, corresponding

null space filter, and nominal controller are used to allocate the controls with the ulti-

mate objective of alleviating the critical loads of the nonlinear aircraft. The University

of Michigan’s Nonlinear Aeroelastic Simulation Toolbox (UM/NAST), which uses a

strain-based formulation to model elastic dynamics of aerospace structures in free

flight [54], will be used to represent the nonlinear dynamics of the system. This soft-

ware program includes various modules used to determine input settings for stable

flight conditions, analyze structural modes, or to create linearized versions of the

nonlinear models. UM/NAST also has modules to run static or dynamic nonlinear

simulations and can also be coupled with controllers defined using C++, Python, or

MATLAB [55, 56].

3.4.1 Implementing Load Alleviation in Nonlinear Simula-

tions

For a nonlinear aircraft model, the LA system will continue to utilize a receding

horizon approach for numerical demonstrations. However, the same method used to

execute the receding horizon approach in the linear simulations could not be used for

the nonlinear dynamic simulations using UM/NAST. Specifically, a nonlinear simu-

lation could not be started and seamlessly pick up from where a previous simulation
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was left off (using UM/NAST v.4.0.2), as was done using MATLAB and Simulink for

the linear simulations. Therefore the receding horizon approach is adapted so that

it can be contained within a function used by the nominal controller in order to de-

termine the optimal ∆u(t) signal for the prediction horizon, Tp, but only implement

the first time step of the solution (i.e., the implementation interval is set to one time

step, Ti = Ts). This adaptation aligns the receding horizon approach with standard

methods of MPC.

In order to use MPC when applying the LA system to a nonlinear model, the

notional preview simulation and the quadratic programming optimization portions

of the system are compiled into a separate function that is used by the nominal

controller. This control allocator (CA) function requires the current value of the full

state of the nonlinear aircraft model, the current state value of any integrators used

in the nominal controller, the time discretization, the value of prediction horizon, Tp,

and a priori knowledge of the reference command trajectory and gust disturbance

over the prediction horizon of length Tp. The CA function also uses a library of pre-

calculated systems and variables for use by the optimization. This library includes an

LTI model for the flexible aircraft and its state, linearized about the flight condition

at the beginning of the simulation, and the corresponding model for the null space

filter based on that aircraft model. The library also includes a representation of the

closed loop dynamics of the aircraft coupled with the nominal controller which gives

the flexible output, yf (t), for a given reference command trajectory input, r(t) and

gust disturbance, g(t) (see Appendix B). The library also includes matrices used to

represent the aircraft model coupled with the null space filter in Toeplitz form, for use

in the quadratic programming problem. The CA function maintains its own reckoning

of the current state of the ∆u(t) trajectory, in order to maintain continuity between

each time step. The controller state is coupled with the current aircraft state to define

the closed loop state initial condition.
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The CA function begins with an assumed ∆ua(t) trajectory over the prediction

horizon Tp, which is how the continuity of this signal is maintained between time steps.

When initialized, this assumed trajectory is just zeros, but is afterward replaced by the

optimal solution from the QP solver. The previews of r(t) and g(t) are concatenated

and used as an input in a notional linear simulation of the closed-loop system of the

aircraft coupled with the nominal controller to predict the flexible output yf (t) for the

preview horizon, Tp. The ∆ua(t) trajectory is also used as an input for the aircraft

model to predict the corresponding component of yf (t) over the prediction horizon

of length Tp. These components are added together to find the combined prediction

of yf (t) resulting from r(t), g(t), and the assumed ∆u(t) trajectory. This prediction

comprises the right-hand side of the constraints in Eq. (3.41).

The CA function then checks to see if the predicted yf (t) exceeds the user-specified

constraint on the flexible output. If the constraint is violated at any time within

the prediction horizon Tp, then the QP solver is used to determine an optimal v(t)

trajectory that will keep yf (t) within the imposed constraints based on the solution

of Eq. (3.41) (assuming a feasible solution exists). The optimal v(t) trajectory is used

as an input for the null space filter to obtain a corrective δ∆u(t) trajectory which is

combined with the ∆ua(t) trajectory to determine the final ∆u(t) trajectory. On the

other hand, if the predicted yf (t) does not exceed the user-specified constraint, then

the ∆ua(t) trajectory is used as the final ∆u(t) trajectory. As with standard MPC,

only the first time step of the optimal ∆u(t) trajectory is returned to the nominal

controller and is added to the u0(t) value determined by the nominal control law (as

shown in Fig. 3.2) to alleviate the loads. In subsequent uses of the CA function,

the remainder of the final ∆u(t) trajectory is retained in memory to be used as the

∆ua(t) trajectory for the next iteration of the CA function.
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3.4.2 Disengagement of the Load Alleviation System

This LA system is designed to introduce an additional input signal to alleviate loads

when needed, but then to also disengage by removing the signal when it is not needed.

There are a couple of different options for disengaging the system, which go along

with the options for maintaining continuity discussed in Section 3.3.2.2. If continuity

is maintained by the internal state of the null space filter, then setting the trajectory

of the null space variable equal to zero would allow the initial condition of the internal

state to decay according to the dynamics of the null space filter. If the continuity is

maintained by the ∆u(t) signal, then some other decay process must be prescribed

to disengage the system.

Regardless of which option is used, during implementation, only the first time step

of the trajectory is used in the iteration in which it was developed. The remaining

time steps of the trajectory may be retained in memory to provide a starting point for

subsequent iterations of the CA function. However, one additional time step of values

needs to be appended to the retained trajectory in order to run the necessary nominal

prediction simulations used by the MPC. The value of this last time step of the

prediction can have a great effect on the overall performance of the system, especially

since any deviation from this value is penalized during the QP process. Since the

overall objective of the LA system is to introduce a ∆u(t) only when necessary, the

value for this last time step should represent an overall reduction to zero, for each

input channel. Therefore, the value for the next-to-last time step is multiplied by a

scalar value between zero and one and appended as the final time step in order to

have enough time steps for a notional prediction for the entire Tp.

When using the internal state of the null space filter to maintain continuity, the

v(t) trajectory can reduce to zero very quickly, because the non-zero initial state of

the null space filter will still provide continuity to the system. Therefore, the v(t)

trajectory from one iteration does not necessarily need to be retained for subsequent
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iterations. If the trajectory is retained, the value of the next-to-last time step may be

multiplied by small scalar values or even zero (e.g., 0.0-0.5) to prescribe the last time

step of the preview horizon. Repeating this procedure for each iteration results in an

immediate or rapid exponential reduction of the v(t) trajectory to zero. Processing

this result through the null space filter reduces the ∆u(t) trajectory according to the

dynamics of the null space filter, assuming that the null space filter dynamics are

stable. If the dynamics of the null space filter are unstable, then it can still be used

in combination with the flexible output of the aircraft to solve the QP problem and

to generate a ∆u(t) trajectory. However, maintaining system continuity using the

state of an unstable null space filter may result in an inability to disengage the LA

system.

When using the ∆u(t) signal to maintain system continuity, the values of this

signal are directly connected to activation of the aircraft control effectors, since the

signal is downstream from the null space filter. This means that the decay of this

signal may adversely affect the rigid body output of the system. Therefore, care

should be taken to reduce the trajectory gradually in order to minimize the effect

on the rigid body output of the aircraft. If a previous ∆u(t) trajectory is retained,

the value of the next-to-last time step may be multiplied by a scalar value, k∆u to

prescribe the last time step of the preview horizon, i.e.,

∆ua,k(t) =

 ∆uk−1(t+ 1), 0 ≤ t ≤ Tp − 1,

k∆u∆uk−1(t), t = Tp.
(3.42)

If no further optimization of the ∆u(t) trajectory is needed in subsequent iterations

of the CA function, this iterative scaling down of the final time step results in an

exponential decay of the ∆u(t) trajectory and a disengagement of the LA system. If

a previous ∆u(t) trajectory is not maintained, then a trajectory must be generated

which provides a decay of the signal over the preview horizon. Again, iterative scalar
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reduction of the signal results in an exponential decay of the LA system. The magni-

tude of the scalar value affects the rate of exponential decay. If the magnitude is too

small, the signal will be removed too rapidly, which may result in large oscillations of

yr(t). If the magnitude is too large, the LA system will remain engaged much longer

than necessary or may result in too much compensation being used, which may drive

the system unstable in the case of an unstable null space filter. Therefore, a magni-

tude within the range of 0.8 to 0.98 may provide the most desirable disengagement

of the LA system, while minimizing adverse effects to the rigid output.

3.5 Final Configuration of Load Alleviation Sys-

tem

The final configuration of the LA system using CA for a nonlinear aircraft model

consists of a CA function using MPC that is called by the nominal controller of the

aircraft at every time step. The nominal controller and CA function are MATLAB

scripts that can connect with the Python interface for UM/NAST. The nominal

controller receives a sensor feedback signal, yr(t), from a sensor specified in UM/NAST

and linked to the model and dynamic solver object. The reference command signal,

r(t), and gust disturbance signal, g(t), are contained in lookup tables in a database,

which is accessed by the nominal controller. The sensor data and reference signal are

used according to the control law to generate a nominal control signal, u0(t). The

nominal controller must also use the CA function to obtain the ∆u vector.

The nominal controller provides the CA function with the current full state of the

aircraft, the current values of the controller integrator states, a preview (with duration

Tp) of the gust disturbance signal, g(t), and a preview of the reference command signal,

r(t), dictating the maneuver. The CA function also accesses a library with linearized

models of the aircraft, the null space filter, and the closed loop system of the aircraft
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with the nominal controller. The library also contains the trim values of the full state

of the aircraft and matrices used to represent the aircraft model coupled with the null

space filter in Toeplitz form, for use in the quadratic programming problem. The CA

function maintains its own reckoning of the current state of the ∆u(t) trajectory, in

order to maintain continuity between each time step.

The CA function first generates an assumed ∆ua(t) trajectory for the given Tp,

which is carried over from the previous iteration. The previews of r(t), g(t), and

the ∆ua(t) trajectories are used in a notional linear simulation to predict the flexible

output trajectory yf (t) for the preview horizon. If the prediction shows that yf (t) will

exceed the constraints, then the optimization function is triggered in order to alleviate

the loads. The optimization function begins with the predicted yf (t) and uses QP to

find a null space variable trajectory, v(t), that will adjust the yf (t) trajectory to keep

it within the constraints. The v(t) solution is then run through a linear simulation

with the null space filter dynamics to generate the δ∆u(t) trajectory. This is then

added to the assumed trajectory to form the ∆u(t) trajectory for that iteration (i.e.,

∆u(t) = ∆ua(t) + δ∆u(t)). If the prediction shows that yf (t) will not exceed the

constraints, then ∆u(t) = ∆ua(t). The first time step value of ∆u(t) is returned to

the nominal controller as the output of the CA function. The remaining time steps

of ∆u(t) are retained in memory to be used as ∆ua(t) for the next iteration, with

the values in the last time step scaled down, as shown in Eq. 3.42, with k∆u = 0.95.

This process repeats every time step. Therefore, the CA function is either following

a previously determined ∆u(t) solution which will decay at the end, or refining the

∆u(t) trajectory to correct predicted constraint violations.

Finally, after the nominal controller receives the ∆u vector from the CA function,

with an entry for each control channel, it adds the values of ∆u to their appropri-

ate control channels. These combined signals are then bounded by the maximum

deflection values and then returned to the UM/NAST simulation.
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CHAPTER 4

Numerical Investigation and Results for

Load Alleviation System

This chapter presents numerical results for the LA system throughout the build-up

approach. The two aircraft models used for numerical simulations of the LA system

are described (i.e., the X-HALE and the GTA). Each aircraft model is described

generally, and then in more detail for the flight conditions used to investigate the

feasibility of the LA system concept. Numerical results are then presented as a proof

of the LA system concept, starting with linear-based simulations and then building

up to nonlinear dynamic simulations.

4.1 Aircraft Models used for Numerical Demon-

stration

The methods for LA discussed and derived in this work are numerically demonstrated

using a couple of aircraft models. Each of these models are firstly defined in a nonlin-

ear fashion, for use with UM/NAST, and linearized versions are generated to define

an LA system for each.
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4.1.1 X-HALE Model

The first aircraft model used for numerical demonstration is the X-HALE aircraft [43].

As illustrated in Fig. 4.1, the X-HALE is equipped with four elevators (TL1, TL2, TR1, TR2),

two roll spoilers (RL, RR), and five thrusters (P0, PL1, PL2, PR1, PR2). In total, this

comprises eleven control inputs to the system, i.e., nu = 11. Accordingly, the control

input u is defined as

u =

[
RL RR TL1 TL2 TR1 TR2 P0 PL1 PL2 PR1 PR2

]T

. (4.1)

SR1

SL1

Propellers

Elevators

PL1
P0

PL2

PR1PR2

TL2TL1

TR1TR2

RL

RR
Right Roll 
Spoiler

Left Roll 
Spoiler

Figure 4.1: Control inputs and critical stations on X-HALE

The vector of rigid body outputs to be controlled consists of the roll, pitch, and yaw

angular rates, i.e.,

yr =

[
p q r

]T

, (4.2)

which means that nr = 3. With nu > nr, the X-HALE has the characteristics to

support weak input redundancy established by Eq. (2.5).

The critical stations to evaluate the flexible outputs are defined as SL1 and SR1, see

Fig. 4.1. The vector of flexible outputs, yf , is composed of the out-of-plane bending

curvatures at the critical stations, i.e.,
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yf =

[
κL1 κR1

]T

. (4.3)

The stiffness of the X-HALE was numerically doubled with respect to the actual

aircraft so that the resulting model is representative of flexible rather than very

flexible aircraft (see Appendix C for details). This limits the shape deformation

and is synergistic with the assumption of linear structural dynamics. A linearized

model is generated at a trimmed condition of straight, level, unaccelerated flight

using UM/NAST. The trim airspeed is 14 m/s, with an angle of attack of 1.8◦ at an

altitude of 30 m. This is a typical flight condition of X-HALE. At this condition, the

wings already have a deformed shape, with an out-of-plane curvature of −0.052 m−1

at both inboard wing sections SL1 and SR1 (negative curvature indicates an upward

bend). The curvature for each of the mid-wing sections is −0.022 m−1. The outboard

wing sections have a curvature of −0.007 m−1. Since the steady-state curvature values

at the inboard wing sections are larger, those sections were selected as the critical

stations of the structure.

The frequency response of the linearized flexible aircraft is shown in Fig. 4.2.

Most peaks in Fig. 4.2 correspond to the structural modes of the flexible X-HALE

aircraft. Note that the first three rows correspond to the rigid body response (i.e.,

p, q, r) while the last two rows correspond to the out-of-plane curvature κL1 and κR1

at critical stations SL1 and SR1, respectively. The three columns illustrate the control

inputs from roll spoilers, elevators, and thrusters, respectively. The left and right roll

spoilers affect the rigid body response at almost identical magnitudes, their slight

difference arises from the geometric distance difference from the roll spoilers to SL1.

The elevators affect the pitch rate q in a very similar way, but the outside elevators TL2

and TR2 are more capable of introducing roll and yaw compared to the inside elevators

due to additional moment. This spatial distribution also affects the response of the

thrusters: the outside thrusters PL2 and PR2 are more capable of affecting roll, yaw
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Figure 4.2: Frequency response of linearized X-HALE model

and bending curvature, while the central thruster P0 provides significantly less effect

on these outputs. It is also noteworthy that the elevators affect bending curvature

more significantly compared to other control inputs. This property may be exploited

in the process of control allocation.

4.1.2 X-HALE Configuration and Nominal Control

The LA system is first demonstrated using the X-HALE aircraft model in order to

prove the functionality of the concept. The nominal controller is adapted from the

control structure in [55], and is illustrated in Fig. 4.3. The nominal controller stabilizes

the rigid body output of roll, pitch, and yaw rates (i.e., nr = 3) based on pilot input.

By observation, the criterion for weak input redundancy given in Eq. (2.5) is satisfied

because nu > nr.

Cascaded Proportional/Proportional-Integral (P/PI) controllers are used to con-
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Figure 4.3: X-HALE nominal controller structure

trol the roll and pitch rates, while a proportional controller is used to control the yaw

rate. These P/PI and proportional controllers generate τp, τq, and τr, which inform

required control actions for roll, pitch, and yaw axes, respectively. Their directions

are defined in a way that positive τp, τq and τr induce positive roll, pitch, and yaw mo-

tion, respectively. The corresponding gains are provided in Table 4.1. The required

control actions are further assigned to each control input as

 RL

RR

 =



[
Rmax −Rtrim 0

]T

if τp ≤ − (Rmax −Rtrim)[
−τp 0

]T

if − (Rmax −Rtrim) < τp ≤ Rtrim[
−Rtrim τp −Rtrim

]T

if Rtrim < τp ≤ Rmax +Rtrim[
−Rtrim Rmax

]T

if Rmax +Rtrim < τp

TL1 = TR1 = τq,

TL2 = τq +Kp,tailτp,

TR2 = τq −Kp,tailτp,

P0 = 0,

PL1 = PL2 = τr,

PR1 = PR2 = −τr.

(4.4)
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Note that the original control effort distribution in [55] actuated the four eleva-

tors symmetrically for the pitch motion, while adopting differential thrust between the

left-side and right-side thrusters for the yaw motion. In comparison to this original

approach, two modifications are made. Firstly, the spoiler inputs are asymmetrically

defined for the roll motion with four different configurations considering τp and the

trimmed condition, Rtrim. Note that the trimmed condition of the roll spoilers is as-

sumed to be a positive deflection of RL and zero deflection of RR. This modification

arises from the roll spoilers’ physical motion range from 0◦ to 30◦ (Rmax). Secondly,

the roll control action τr (scaled by Kp,tail) is routed asymmetrically to the outboard

elevators TL2 and TR2, to enhance the roll control authority of the aircraft. This nomi-

nal controller design already includes a heuristic baseline control allocation structure,

which is based on standard manipulation methods of the throttle, roll, pitch, and

yaw in stability augmentation systems. Also, this design only uses the feedback of

the rigid body angular rates, which satisfies the specification of separating the rigid

and flexible outputs yr and yf in Fig. 3.1.

Table 4.1: Gains of X-HALE nominal controller

Kφ [s−1] Kpp [s] Kpi Kθ [s−1] Kqp [s] Kqi Kr[s] Kp,tail

2.5 1.3 3 23 0.01 0.1 200 0.4

Note that the architecture for the nominal controller of the X-HALE is not based

solely on an error signal of the difference between a measured output and the reference

signal. Therefore, some additional considerations must be made when combining all

elements of the system into a closed-loop system (see Appendix A).

4.1.3 Generic Transport Aircraft (GTA) Model

The second aircraft model used for numerical demonstration is the GTA design, mod-

ified from [44]. The model has also been used in other recent analysis of flexible

aircraft and aeroelasticity [57]. As illustrated in Fig. 4.4, the GTA is equipped with
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two elevators (ELVL, ELVR), two ailerons (AILL, AILR), one rudder (RDR), two

flaps (FLPL, FLPR), and two thrusters (TL, TR). In total, this comprises nine con-

trol inputs to the system, i.e., nu = 9. Accordingly, the control input u is defined

as

u =

[
ELVR ELVL RDR AILR AILL FLPR FLPL TR TL

]T

. (4.5)

Figure 4.4: Control inputs and critical stations on the Generic Transport Aircraft

Note that the flaps in this model are defined identically to the ailerons, just located

close to the fuselage. This means that they are not restricted to only deflect trailing-

edge down and are not rate limited to move more slowly than ailerons. The vector of

rigid body outputs to be controlled consists of the roll, pitch, and yaw angular rates,

i.e.,

yr =

[
p q r

]T

. (4.6)

which means that nr = 3. With nu > nr, the GTA also has the characteristics to

support weak input redundancy established by Eq. (2.5).
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The fuselage of the GTA is 22 meters long with a diameter of 2.2 meters. The

wingspan is 19 meters, with a constant chord of 2.2 meters, giving it an aspect ratio

of 8.6. The critical stations to evaluate the flexible outputs are defined as SL and

SR, which are 2.25 meters away from the center of the fuselage, see Fig. 4.4. The

vector of flexible outputs, yf , is composed of the out-of-plane bending curvatures at

the critical stations, i.e.,

yf =

[
κL1 κR1

]T

. (4.7)

The stiffness of the GTA wings was numerically reduced from the design origi-

nally proposed in [44] so that the resulting model is more flexible and demonstrates

geometric nonlinearities for wing bending (see Appendix C for details). A linearized

model is generated at a trimmed condition of straight, level, unaccelerated flight us-

ing UM/NAST. The trim airspeed is 160 m/s, with an angle of attack of 1.8◦ at an

altitude of 20,000 ft (6096 m). At this condition, the wings already have a deformed

shape, with the highest out-of-plane bending curvature occurring at locations SL and

SR. The curvature for wing locations closer to the fuselage, or for the wing box inside

the fuselage, have a much smaller static deflection. The curvature for wing locations

further outboard steadily decreases, approaching zero near the wingtip.

4.1.4 Generic Transport Aircraft Configuration and Nominal

Control

The nominal controller for the GTA stabilizes the rigid body output of roll, pitch,

and yaw rates (i.e., nr = 3) based on a reference signal meant to represent pilot

input. By observation, the criterion for weak input redundancy given in Eq. (2.5) is

satisfied because nu > nr. Unlike the nominal controller for the X-HALE, decoupled

Proportional-Integral (PI) controllers are used to control the angular rates of each
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axis. These PI controllers generate τp, τq, and τr, which inform required control

actions for roll, pitch, and yaw axes, respectively, i.e.,

τp = (Kpp +
Kpi
s

)(rp − yp),

τq = −(Kqp +
Kqi
s

)(rq − yq),

τr = (Krp + Kri
s

)(rr − yr).

(4.8)

These signals are directly fed to the control channels identified in Eq. 4.5, deflecting

the ailerons asymmetrically (i.e., AILR(t) = −τp(t) and AILL(t) = τp(t)), deflecting

both elevators symmetrically (i.e., ELVL(t) = ELVR(t) = τq(t)), and deflecting the

rudder by τr(t). This represents a heuristic baseline control allocation structure. The

input channels for the thrusters and flaps are not controlled by the nominal controller,

and would just be direct feedthrough from the operator. However, all input channels

are available for the CA, through the ∆u(t) signal. All control surfaces are given a

maximum deflection limit of ±45◦. Note that this design only uses the feedback of the

rigid body angular rates, which satisfies the specification of separating the rigid and

flexible outputs in Fig. 3.1. The gains of the PI controller are provided in Table 4.2.

Table 4.2: Gains of GTA nominal controller

Kpp [s] Kpi Kqp [s] Kqi Krp [s] Kri

1 10 0.3 3 3 7

The stiffness values of the wings are reduced from the GTA design presented in

[44] for out-of-plane bending, in-plane bending, and torsion. The extensional stiffness

values are unchanged and all other components of the model (i.e., fuselage, horizontal

tails, and vertical tail) are treated as rigid elements in the UM/NAST framework.

With this relaxed stiffness of the wings, at an equilibrium flight condition of 160

m/s at 20,000 ft, the baseline vertical wingtip deflection is 20.0% of half the aircraft

wingspan. At this condition, the first out-of-plane bending frequency is 1.37 Hz. As

for rigid body flight dynamics, the short period frequency is 0.86 Hz, as determined
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by numerical simulation, using a high magnitude elevator deflection of −13◦ for 0.3

second. In terms of the flexible output of the system, the out-of-plane wing bending

curvature has a static value of -0.118 1/m at this flight condition. This bending

curvature is the main objective for the LA system to control within given structural

bounds.

4.2 Gust Model Implementation

A basic Bg matrix was generated by using the direction cosines matrix for the attitude

of the aircraft center of gravity at the equilibrium condition. This matrix establishes

a connection between the body-fixed frame of reference and the inertial frame of

reference, i.e.,

OBI =


cψ0cθ0 cθ0sψ0 −sθ0

cψ0sφ0sθ0 − cφ0sψ0 cφ0cψ0 + sφ0sψ0sθ0 cθ0sφ0

sφ0sψ0 + cφ0cψ0sθ0 cφ0sψ0sθ0 − cψ0sφ0 cφ0cθ0

 , (4.9)

where s· and c· are abbreviations for the sine and cosine functions, respectively. For

this matrix, φ0, θ0, and ψ0 are the angles for roll, pitch, and yaw, respectively, defining

the attitude of the aircraft at the equilibrium condition.

The velocity of the gust disturbance was then assumed to directly add to the rigid

body velocity components at the center of gravity, as related through the direction

cosines matrix. This influence of gust disturbances from longitudinal, vertical, and

lateral directions was then captured in a Bg matrix for three gust disturbance com-

ponents by inserting Eq. (4.9) into a nx× 3 matrix of zeros, aligning it with the rigid

body velocity components, u, v, and w, of the state vector. By this assumption, the

gust velocity directly impacts only the rigid body motion through the aircraft center

of gravity. The effect of the gust disturbance on the flexible output results from the

structural dynamics captured in the model. As a result, a downward gust increases
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the out-of-plane wing bending and an upward gust decreases bending. A more accu-

rate way to account for the gust disturbances could be through the analysis of the

aerodynamic influence on the lifting surfaces and control surfaces. The theory for

such a treatment is detailed in [20], but the functionality for generating a Bg matrix

with the UM/NAST linearization module is currently under development.

4.3 Performance Metrics for Numerical Investiga-

tions

The following numerical simulations are used to illustrate the operation of the LA sys-

tem developed in this work. The results are based on linear models, linear parameter-

varying models, and nonlinear models. The following performance metrics are defined

in order to quantify the performance of the LA system for each model and test case.

The first performance metric describes the amount of correction needed by the

LA system in order to attenuate the flexible output within the user-defined bounds

when performing the maneuver without the LA system. This metric is expressed as a

percentage of the maximum flexible output displacement from the equilibrium value

prior to the maneuver or gust disturbance, i.e.,:

yf,correction =
y−f − ŷfmin

ŷfmin − yfeq

, (4.10)

where ŷfmin is the minimum observed flexible output from the maneuver without the

LA system. yfeq is the value of the flexible output at the equilibrium condition, before

the maneuver is initiated or gust disturbance is encountered.

The next performance metric corresponds to the primary objective of load alle-

viation and describes the margin between the flexible output and the user-defined

constraint during the maneuver or gust encounter. After running a numerical sim-
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ulation with the LA system engaged, the minimum observed value of the flexible

output will be compared to the user-defined constraint. This results in a flexible

output integrity metric, expressed as a percentage of the maximum flexible output

displacement from the equilibrium value:

yf,integrity =
y−f − yfmin

ŷfmin − yfeq

, (4.11)

where yfmin is the minimum observed flexible output during the maneuver or gust

disturbance encounter with the LA system engaged. Any instance where the integrity

metric has a value less than zero represents a constraint violation. The closer this

value is to zero can be thought of as a measure of optimality, meaning that the LA

system adjusted the control allocation enough to meet the constraints, but not to

excess.

The final performance metric corresponds to the secondary objective of the pro-

posed LA system: preserving rigid body trajectory tracking performance. A distin-

guishing feature of the system under evaluation is the exploitation of the null space

of the aircraft model which enables changes to the flexible output without affecting

the rigid body output. However, this feature relies on the property of superposition

present in linear systems, which may not hold across all frequencies during the dy-

namic simulation. The rigid body output data observed during the maneuver or gust

disturbance encounter with the LA system engaged will be compared to the corre-

sponding output data without the LA system engaged throughout the time history

data log. Specifically, the difference between the rigid body output values will be

calculated starting from the first point in time where the mean ∆u(t) value of all

input channels is greater than zero until the mean ∆u(t) value returns to zero, or

the end of the data log. The mean of the absolute value of these differences will be

calculated, resulting in a rigid body output mean absolute error:
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eyr =
1

n

n∑
i=1

|yr(i)− ŷr(i)|, (4.12)

where n is the number of time steps in the sample and yr(t) and ŷr(t) represent the

rigid body output data from the simulation with and without the LA system engaged,

respectively. Ideally, this value should be as close to zero as possible.

4.4 X-HALE Proof of Concept of Load Alleviation

System through Control Allocation

The maneuver load alleviation scheme developed in Section 3.1 is demonstrated using

the linear X-HALE model and nominal control law from Section 4.1.1. The linearized

model of X-HALE is imported into MATLAB and Simulink (ver. R2020a [58]) to

make all necessary calculations and produce simulation results. The null space filter

is generated using the process described in Section 3.1.1, based on the X-HALE

linearized model, and the quadratic programming problem in Eq. (3.20) is established

in the load alleviation block, as shown in Fig. 3.1. The curvature bounds on critical

stations SL1 and SR1 are set to ±0.056 m−1. The quadratic programming problem is

solved using the active-set method; the computed null space variable, v, is used to

establish ∆u, which incrementally modifies the control surfaces on top of the nominal

controller. Two different maneuvers are considered in the simulations:

1. Climb maneuver: The reference trajectory involves a pitch up three seconds

after the simulation starts with a pulse of 8.2◦/s, intended to achieve 10◦ of pitch

in one second and holding for six seconds before leveling off in one additional

second. This results in a climb of 10 meters.

2. Climbing turn maneuver: The reference trajectory directs to bank the aircraft

and change the yaw rate one second after the simulation starts. A pulse of 30◦/s
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Figure 4.5: Responses of pitch rate and wing root bending curvature for climb ma-
neuver with and without MLA

is given for the roll rate and a yaw rate of 15◦/s is established in one second. The

bank angle and yaw rate are held for five seconds before the reference reverses

the initial trajectory over one second to return to zero bank angle on a new

heading. This results in a target heading angle change of 90◦. The longitudinal

reference command of the trajectory is the same as in the climb maneuver.

Additional trajectories which did not include a pitch component were explored

but did not sufficiently excite the bending curvature beyond the bound. Therefore,

the climbing turn maneuver was chosen to demonstrate the functionality of the MLA

system for multi-axial maneuvers.

The pitch angle response and the bending curvature at the critical stations are

shown in Fig. 4.5. Roll and yaw responses are not shown in Fig. 4.5 since pitch control

is designed in a decoupled way, as discussed in Section 4.1.1. This test case requires

that the flexible output be attenuated by 68.2%, according to the yf,correction metric

defined in Eq. (4.10).
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Note that the bending curvatures κL1 and κR1 violate the specified constraints

without LA through control allocation and are kept within the bounds by using the

LA system. The flexible output integrity metric from Eq. (4.11) shows positive values

for both the left and right critical stations:

κL1,integrity = 3.36%,

κR1,integrity = 26.7%.
(4.13)

The smaller of these values being close to zero represents that a near-optimal solution

was found. The curvatures with LA converge to the curvatures without LA in regions

where constraints are not violated. This is consistent with the objective function in

Eq. (3.20), where changes to the nominal control signal are being minimized.

Note that the pitch response with and without the LA appear identical, indicating

that the trajectory tracking performance is not affected by LA. Indeed, the mean

absolute errors (from Eq. (4.12) for roll-, pitch-, and yaw-rates over the first 8 seconds

of the simulation are all less than 0.05◦/s:

ep = 0.008◦/s,

eq = 0.031◦/s,

er = 0.007◦/s.

(4.14)

This benefit arises from utilizing the null space which exploits the weak input redun-

dancy of the system.

The time histories of the elevator and roll spoiler inputs are shown in Fig. 4.6.

The incremental changes to the thruster inputs were less than one percent of the

normalized throttle signal and, therefore, are not shown. The control inputs of the

inner elevators (TL1 and TR1) are decreased to reduce the bending curvature at the

wing root while the deflection of the outside elevators (TL2 and TR2) is increased. The

roll spoilers are also engaged symmetrically to move the lift away from the wing tips.
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Figure 4.6: Time histories of elevator and roll spoiler inputs for climb maneuver with
and without MLA

This redistribution of lift may at first seem counter-intuitive compared to traditional

MLA systems where most of the control efforts are redistributed to the inward control

surfaces. However, this behavior aligns with the fact that the X-HALE model has

straight wings, with no taper. Also, the X-HALE mass is distributed across the

wingspan, in contrast to the heavy fuselage in commercial aircraft. Therefore, the

changes result in a more distributed lift profile throughout the middle two-thirds of

the wing, rather than the center. Note the proposed method assumes a prediction

horizon Tp which is equal to the duration of the simulation in this proof of concept

investigation. Using a prediction horizon results in incremental changes to the control

input that start to reduce the bending curvature before the maneuver is commanded,

in anticipation of the large change in curvature caused by the pitch-up motion.

The tracking performance and the flexible outputs at the critical stations for the

climbing turn maneuver are shown in Fig. 4.7. The pitch response is similar to the

first maneuver, which confirms the decoupled design of the nominal controller was not
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Figure 4.7: Responses of rigid body motion and wing root bending curvatures for
climbing turn maneuver with and without MLA
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Figure 4.8: Time histories of elevator and the roll spoiler inputs for climbing turn
maneuver with and without MLA
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compromised by the control allocation. This test case has a flexible output correction

factor of yf,correction = 66.0%. The bending curvature dynamics are restricted within

bounds by the proposed approach:

κL1,integrity = 3.21%,

κR1,integrity = 34.0%.
(4.15)

As in the climb test case, the mean absolute errors of the rigid body outputs over

the first 8 seconds of the simulation are all less than 0.05◦/s:

ep = 0.007◦/s,

eq = 0.028◦/s,

er = 0.007◦/s.

(4.16)

The time histories of the tail and roll spoiler inputs are shown in Fig. 4.8. At

the beginning of the maneuver, the left roll spoiler, which is not heavily used by

the nominal controller at this instant, is engaged to alleviate the load. During this

maneuver, the inner elevators (TL1 and TR1) have more negative deflection to reduce

the bending curvature at the wing root while the deflections of the outside elevators

(TL2 and TR2) are increased. This also arises from the redistribution of lift forces to

the outside control surfaces, due to the same reasons as for the first maneuver.

4.5 Numerical Investigation of Load Alleviation

System with Gust Disturbance and Limited

Preview

The enhancements to the LA system, including gust disturbances and limited pre-

view, as described in Section 3.2, are investigated using numerical simulations. The

linearized model of X-HALE is imported into MATLAB and Simulink (ver. R2016a
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[48]) to make all calculations and produce simulation results.

Four general test cases with increasing complexity (i.e., discrete gust, continuous

gust, longitudinal maneuver with gust, and multi-axis maneuver with gust) were used

for this demonstration.

1. Discrete gust encounter: The aircraft encounters a discrete downward gust with

a 1−cosine profile. The gust is encountered two seconds after the simulation

starts, swelling to a peak gust amplitude of U0 = 2.0 m/s and then decaying to

zero over two seconds (i.e., tgust = 2 s). No maneuver is provided for this case,

i.e., the controller aims to maintain straight and level flight.

2. Dryden turbulence encounter: The aircraft is flying in a turbulence field char-

acterized by a Dryden model. No maneuver is provided for this case, i.e., the

controller aims to maintain straight and level flight.

3. Descent with turbulence: The aircraft is descending to a lower altitude in the

presence of turbulence characterized by the Dryden model. The reference tra-

jectory consists of a pitch down two seconds after the simulation starts with a

pulse of −7.8◦/s, intended to achieve −6◦ of pitch in one second (equilibrium

condition pitch attitude is +1.8◦). The nose-down pitch attitude is held for four

seconds before leveling off in one additional second. This maneuver results in a

descent of 10 meters.

4. Descending turn with turbulence: The aircraft is descending while executing a

right turn in the presence of turbulence characterized by the Dryden model. The

reference trajectory initiates the turn one second after the simulation starts. A

reference pulse of 30◦/s is given for the roll rate and a reference yaw rate of

15◦/s is established in one second. The bank angle and yaw rate are held for

six seconds before the reference reverses the initial signal over one second to

return to zero bank angle on a new heading. This results in a target heading
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angle change of 105◦. The descent portion of the trajectory is the same as in

the descent maneuver.

The time signal for the discrete gust used for simulation was generated using

Eq. (2.6). This gust was assumed to be in the downward vertical direction because

it provides the most direct effect to increase wing bending for the assumptions made

when generating the Bg matrix.

The continuous gust disturbance was implemented using the “Dryden Wind Tur-

bulence Model” (Discrete, −q, +r) block in Simulink [49]. The block parameters

were set with a 6-m wind of 5 m/s, from the north. The probability of exceedance

of high-altitude intensity was “10−2 - Light” and the scale length was 762 meters,

which is a standard value of 2,500 feet [2]. The wingspan was set to 6 meters and the

sample time was 0.001 seconds. With these parameters, the Simulink block uses the

current aircraft altitude, velocity, and direction cosines matrix based on the current

attitude to generate longitudinal, lateral, and vertical velocity components of turbu-

lence. These components were used as the inputs to the static Bg from Eq. (2.1)

matrix which was defined at the equilibrium condition.

Test case 1 with discrete gust uses the full preview method discussed in Sec-

tion 3.1.2, while the other test cases use the receding horizon approach discussed in

Section 3.2.2. For the receding horizon approach, the preview horizon Tp was set to

three seconds and implementation interval Ti was set to 0.1 seconds. The discrete-

time linear models used a time step of 0.001 seconds. The QP problems in Eqs. (3.20)

and (3.29) are solved using the “lsqlin” function in MATLAB, using the active-set

algorithm.

The results for test case 1 are shown in Figs. 4.9 and 4.10. Figure 4.9 shows the

pitch rate response and the out-of-plane bending curvatures at the critical stations

while encountering the discrete gust. The yellow line shows the aircraft response

without any flight controller. The X-HALE shows a stabilizing response, but note
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Figure 4.9: Responses of pitch rate and wing root bending curvature for test case 1:
discrete downward gust with and without LA
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Figure 4.10: Time histories of tail and roll spoiler inputs for test case 1: discrete
downward gust with and without LA
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that the structural loads (bending curvature) are not very high. Keep in mind that

higher negative values indicate increased upward curvature. The aircraft response

with the nominal controller engaged (red dashed line) shows a much faster return to

the trim point, but results in higher loads. This shows that gust disturbances may

not necessarily be the cause of excessive structural loads, but rather it is due to the

flight controller or operator responding to the disturbance.

The aircraft response with the LA system activated is shown by the solid blue

line. This test case has a flexible output correction factor of yf,correction = 66.6%. The

bending curvature dynamics are restricted within bounds by the LA system:

κL1,integrity = 4.02%,

κR1,integrity = 26.7%.
(4.17)

The mean absolute errors of the rigid body outputs are all less than 0.05◦/s,

indicating that the trajectory tracking performance is minimally affected by the LA

system and the decoupled design of the null space filter is effective:

ep = 0.011◦/s,

eq = 0.042◦/s,

er = 0.009◦/s.

(4.18)

The time histories of the tail and roll spoiler inputs for test case 1 are shown in

Fig. 4.10. The incremental changes to the thruster inputs were less than one percent

of the normalized throttle signal and, therefore, are not shown. To alleviate the load,

the roll spoilers are engaged symmetrically to reduce the lift at the wing tips, while

they were not used at all for the response without LA. The left and right outer tails

increase the deflections which caused the high bending curvature without LA, which

shows that more lifting load is being supported at the outer pods (at two-thirds of

the length of the wing). The left and right inner tails deflect opposite of the response
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Figure 4.11: Responses of rigid body motion and wing root bending curvature for
test case 2: turbulence with and without LA

from the nominal controller, showing less load being supported at the inner pods (at

one-third of the length of the wing). This result seems to contradict the conclusions

presented by [18], which showed efficient deflections were down for inboard control

surfaces and up for outboard control surfaces. However, note that the analysis in the

literature was for conventional transport aircraft, where the majority of the mass is

in the fuselage, attached to the roots of the wings. The X-HALE mass is distributed

along its wingspan, therefore, a different result is understandable and insightful for

this type of aircraft.

One can see that the control surfaces begin deflecting to reduce the bending cur-

vature at around one second into the simulation. This is one second before the gust

is encountered and around 1.75 seconds before the curvature bounds are exceeded

without LA. This shows that the proposed method manipulates the structures in

anticipation of a future load exceedance, due to the preview horizon and a priori

knowledge of the gust and controller response.
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Figure 4.12: Time histories of tail and roll spoiler inputs for test case 2: turbulence
with and without LA

The rigid body response and the bending curvatures at the critical stations while

encountering turbulence in level flight for test case 2 are shown in Fig. 4.11. The

response with the nominal controller disengaged, is again presented by the yellow

line, which results in higher curvature values, than the discrete gust. In this case, the

nominal controller reduces the maximum bending curvature during the simulation,

but still results in curvatures in excess of the bounds.

The aircraft response with the LA system activated is shown by the solid blue

line. This test case has a flexible output correction factor of yf,correction = 53.3%. The

bending curvature dynamics are restricted within bounds by the LA system:

κL1,integrity = 0.01%,

κR1,integrity = 15.4%.
(4.19)

The mean absolute errors of the rigid body outputs are all less than 0.2◦/s, in-

dicating that the trajectory tracking performance is minimally affected by the LA
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Figure 4.13: Responses of rigid body motion and wing root bending curvature for
test case 3: descent in turbulence with and without LA

system and the decoupled design of the null space filter is effective:

ep = 0.030◦/s,

eq = 0.186◦/s,

er = 0.007◦/s.

(4.20)

The time histories of the tail and roll spoiler inputs are shown in Fig. 4.12. Note

that the control surfaces are engaged before the prolonged bending curvature ex-

ceedance which begins at two seconds into the simulation in order to keep the gust

and controller response within the bounds. One can also see that the null space vari-

able is not used for the last few seconds of the simulation since there is no exceedance

of bounds to correct.

The rigid body response and the bending curvatures at the critical stations while

descending in turbulence in test case 3 are shown in Fig. 4.13. The command to

pitch down alleviates some of the excess loads that were observed at this point in
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Figure 4.14: Time histories of tail and roll spoiler inputs for test case 3: descent in
turbulence with and without LA

the simulation during case 2. However, the command to pitch up when stopping the

descent results in a large and abrupt violation of the curvature bounds just before

eight seconds into the simulation.

This test case has a flexible output correction factor of yf,correction = 69.0%. The

bending curvature dynamics are restricted within bounds by the LA system:

κL1,integrity = 0.11%,

κR1,integrity = 5.75%.
(4.21)

The mean absolute errors of the rigid body outputs are all less than 0.2◦/s, in-

dicating that the trajectory tracking performance is minimally affected by the LA

system and the decoupled design of the null space filter is effective:
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Figure 4.15: Responses of rigid body motion and wing root bending curvature for
test case 4: descending turn in turbulence with and without LA

ep = 0.011◦/s,

eq = 0.197◦/s,

er = 0.004◦/s.

(4.22)

Again, the trajectory tracking performance is not affected by LA method and the

bending curvatures are kept within the bounds by using the proposed LA system.

The time histories of the tail and roll spoiler inputs are shown in Fig. 4.14. The

anticipatory nature of the LA system is observed again, as well as times in the middle

and very end of the simulation, where the LA system is not engaged.

The rigid body response and the bending curvatures at the critical stations while

executing a descending turn in turbulence in test case 4 are shown in Fig. 4.15.

The combination of the multi-axis maneuver and turbulence results in a prolonged

exceedance of the bending curvature for over four seconds. The highest curvature

occurs suddenly, just before the eight-second mark, as the aircraft pitches back up to
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Figure 4.16: Time histories of tail and roll spoiler inputs for test case 4: descending
turn in turbulence with and without LA

level flight while still turning. The amplitude and rate of this exceedance provided a

good test case of the performance limits of the LA system. In one simulation run, a

shorter preview horizon Tp of two seconds was used for this test case, but the solver for

Eq. (3.29) could not find a feasible solution at this point in the simulation. This was

corrected by increasing Tp to three seconds, which allowed for adequate anticipatory

control input to manipulate the structure in such a way that the pitch up maneuver

and turbulence did not exceed the bending curvature bounds. Around this time in

the simulation, some high-frequency differences in the pitch response are observed as

well, which shows a limitation of the null space filter for large values of the null space

variable.

This test case has a flexible output correction factor of yf,correction = 78.9%. The

bending curvature dynamics are restricted within bounds by the LA system:
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κL1,integrity = 0.30%,

κR1,integrity = 3.70%.
(4.23)

The mean absolute errors of the rigid body outputs are all less than 0.25◦/s,

indicating that the trajectory tracking performance is minimally affected by the LA

system and the decoupled design of the null space filter is effective:

ep = 0.057◦/s,

eq = 0.216◦/s,

er = 0.033◦/s.

(4.24)

The time histories of the tail and roll spoiler inputs are shown in Fig. 4.16. This

test case resulted in the highest use of the control surfaces, both for the trajectory

tracking and for the load alleviation.

4.6 Numerical Investigation of Applying Invariant

Null Space Filter to Parameter-Varying Sys-

tem

The LA system with an invariant null space filter is applied to an LPV model of

the X-HALE in order to verify the approach described in Section 3.3.1. The LPV

model is built by generating six linearized models using UM/NAST at incremental

airspeeds, from 13 m/s to 18 m/s, at a constant altitude of 30 meters, with their

associated values for dynamic pressure. These models are then combined in MATLAB

(ver. r2020a [58]) as a model array with a single parameter variation with the vector

of corresponding dynamic pressure values as the sampling grid. The various state

values and input values for each equilibrium are also compiled into arrays for use

with the model array. These arrays are engaged using the LPV System block in
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Simulink. For this demonstration, the null space filter is invariant and is generated

based on the equilibrium point conditions and linearized model at the beginning of

the simulation. The system is connected together in Simulink to run the numerical

simulation (including the nominal controller, reference signal source, null space filter,

and null space variable signal source).

The LA system is demonstrated using the receding horizon method described in

Section 3.2.2. A simulation is run with an assumed null space variable signal, va(t),

for the duration of one preview horizon, Tp. The flexible output response, yf (t), from

that simulation is used for the QP problem to find the necessary change in null space

variable signal, ∆v(t), to control the flexible output response within the constraints.

The first implementation interval, Ti, of the solution, v(t) = va(t) + ∆v(t), is utilized

and the remaining solution becomes the va(t) for the next iteration. This routine

continues, iteratively, until the solution is built for the entire maneuver.

The maneuver used for this demonstration is an altitude descent. The reference

trajectory consists of a pitch down two seconds after the simulation starts with a pulse

of −4◦/s, intended to achieve −2.2◦ of pitch in one second (equilibrium condition

pitch attitude is +1.8◦). The nose-down pitch attitude is held for four seconds before

leveling off in one additional second. The reason for this maneuver is to have the

constraint violation occur at a higher airspeed than the start of the simulation, thus

creating an intentional mismatch between the LPV model of the aircraft and the

invariant null space filter. The state results for this demonstration both with and

without LA are shown in Fig. 4.17. The rigid body outputs of roll-, pitch-, and yaw-

rates are on the left. The velocity is on the bottom right and the flexible outputs for

each wing are on the upper right. The time histories of the tail and roll spoiler inputs

are shown in Fig. 4.18.

This test case has a flexible output correction factor of yf,correction = 49.3%. The

plot for the bending curvature shows that the constraint is satisfied throughout the
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maneuver, despite the mismatch between the LPV model of the aircraft, which is made

possible because the LA system is getting updated state data every implementation

interval to update the solution of v(t). This was not the case for the results presented

in Fig. 3.3. The bending curvature dynamics are restricted within bounds by the LA

system:

κL1,integrity = 4.40%,

κR1,integrity = 8.43%.
(4.25)

However, some high-frequency signals are also generated in the process, causing

roll oscillations that then influence the other axes. It is possible that these roll os-

cillations are a consequence of the mismatch between the invariant null space filter

(which design was based on the aircraft model linearized about a 14 m/s velocity)

and the LPV aircraft model flying at a higher airspeed. Therefore, designing a cor-

responding null space filter for each aircraft model linearization and arranging them

as an LPV system may improve performance. Despite the oscillations, the mean

absolute errors of the rigid body outputs are still less than 0.1◦/s, indicating that

the trajectory tracking performance is minimally affected by the LA system and the

decoupled design of the null space filter is effective:

ep = 0.023◦/s,

eq = 0.060◦/s,

er = 0.003◦/s.

(4.26)
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Figure 4.17: Responses of rigid body motion and wing root bending curvature for
descent for an invariant null space filter applied to an LPV system, with and without
LA
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Figure 4.18: Time histories of tail and roll spoiler inputs for descent for an invariant
null space filter applied to an LPV system, with and without LA
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4.7 Numerical Investigation of Parameter-Varying

Load Alleviation System

The solutions to the issues arising when using an LPV null space filter are applied in

a numerical investigation in order to verify the approach described in Section 3.3.2.

The LPV null space filter is built by generating six filters based on the linearized

models of the X-HALE, with their associated values for dynamic pressure. These

models are then combined in MATLAB (ver. r2020a [58]) as a model array, as was

done for the X-HALE LPV system. The various state values and input values for each

equilibrium are also compiled into arrays for use with the model array. These arrays

are engaged using the LPV System block in Simulink. The option for the scheduling

of this LPV system, in the settings in Simulink, is set to transition between models

discretely, by going to the nearest model, rather than to linearly interpolate between

models. The normalization of the null space filter output signals, described in Section

3.3.2.1, resulted in excessive spillover in the rigid body output, and therefore was not

implemented for these results. The implementation of the LA solution is shifted in

this demonstration, from maintaining continuity by the state of the null space filter to

maintaining continuity of the ∆u(t) signal between iterations, as described in Section

3.3.2.2. The system is connected together in Simulink to run the numerical simulation

(including the nominal controller, reference signal source, null space filter, and null

space variable signal source).

The maneuver used for this demonstration is the same altitude descent used

throughout this Chapter. The state results for this demonstration both with and

without LA are shown in Fig. 4.19. The time histories of the tail and roll spoiler

inputs are shown in Fig. 4.20.

This test case has a flexible output correction factor of yf,correction = 49.3%. The

plot for the bending curvature shows that the constraint is violated slightly during
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the maneuver but there are no jumps during transitions from one model to the next.

The bending curvature dynamics are restricted within bounds by the LA system:

κL1,integrity = −0.19%,

κR1,integrity = 0.44%.
(4.27)

However, high-frequency signals are still generated in the process, causing roll

oscillations that then influence the other axes. The oscillations in this case have a

higher amplitude than the oscillations seen when using an invariant null space filter, as

shown in Fig. 4.17. Despite the oscillations, the mean absolute errors of the rigid body

outputs are still less than 0.2◦/s, indicating that the trajectory tracking performance

is minimally affected by the LA system and the decoupled design of the null space

filter is effective:

ep = 0.115◦/s,

eq = 0.138◦/s,

er = 0.015◦/s.

(4.28)

Note, though, that there were many iterations while producing these results where

the QP problem did not converge on a solution before reaching the maximum 10,000

iterations. This non-convergence may also explain why the solution includes negative

deflections for the right roll spoiler, which should have been limited to positive deflec-

tions by the constraints in the QP problem. This was not the case when applying the

invariant null space filter, where all iterations successfully converged to a solution.
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Figure 4.19: Responses of rigid body motion and wing root bending curvature for
descent for an LPV null space filter applied to an LPV system, with and without LA
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Figure 4.20: Time histories of tail and roll spoiler inputs for descent for an LPV null
space filter applied to an LPV system, with and without LA
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4.8 Numerical Investigation of Load Alleviation

System on Nonlinear X-HALE Model

The LA system, with an invariant null space filter and configured in the MPC format,

is applied to a nonlinear model of the X-HALE in order to verify the approach de-

scribed in Section 3.4. The nonlinear model is built using UM/NAST and the required

input settings for level flight are determined and applied for a dynamic simulation

with a time discretization of 0.01 seconds. A virtual Inertial Navigation System (INS)

is positioned at the center of the model and used for feedback control. The controller

is written in a MATLAB script (ver. r2020a [58]), based on the P/PI architecture de-

scribed in Section 4.1.2. The controller script obtains the reference command signal

from a lookup table. This controller script also calls the CA function, which utilizes

MPC to find the appropriate ∆u(t) value for each time step. The CA function is

configured to retain the ∆u(t) solution each iteration in order to maintain continuity.

The CA function is also configured to give priority to an exponential decay of the

∆u(t) signal (see Section 3.4.2) over the previous ∆u(t) solution if it will not adversely

affect the flexible output to cause a constraint violation. For this demonstration, the

null space filter is invariant and is generated based on the equilibrium point condi-

tions and linearized model at the beginning of the simulation. The preview horizon,

Tp, is set at three seconds.

The maneuver used for this demonstration is an altitude descent, just as was

used to demonstrate the LA system for and LPV aircraft model. The reference

trajectory consists of a pitch down two seconds after the simulation starts with a

pulse of −4◦/s. The nose-down pitch attitude is held for four seconds before leveling

off in one additional second. The state results for this demonstration both with and

without LA are shown in Fig. 4.21. The time histories of the tail and roll spoiler

inputs are shown in Fig. 4.22.
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This test case has a flexible output correction factor of yf,correction = 26.3%. The

plot for the bending curvature shows that the constraint is satisfied with a large

margin, which is likely caused by an overestimation of flexible output response on the

part of the linear model used for prediction:

κL1,integrity = 51.1%,

κR1,integrity = 52.4%.
(4.29)

However, some high-frequency signals are also generated in the process, causing

pitch oscillations that then influence the other axes. It is possible that these pitch

oscillations are a consequence of some spill-over effect between the null space variable

and the rigid body output. Due to the oscillations, the mean absolute errors of the

rigid body outputs have a higher value that may be undesirable:

ep = 0.167◦/s,

eq = 0.916◦/s,

er = 0.032◦/s.

(4.30)

4.9 Numerical Investigation of Load Alleviation

System with Nonlinear GTA Model

The LA system is also applied to a nonlinear model of the GTA in order to demon-

strate the effectiveness of the system described in Section 3.4. The GTA model

contains dynamics which are more representative of typically-designed aircraft, with

a fuselage, wings, and tail. This model also provides a much larger flight envelope

that the X-HALE. The system was simulated using the dynamic solver module of

UM/NAST. The test cases for this demonstration are modeled after one previously

used for the X-HALE numerical demonstrations.
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Figure 4.21: Responses of rigid body motion and wing root bending curvature for
descent for an invariant null space filter applied to a nonlinear X-HALE model, with
and without LA
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Figure 4.22: Time histories of tail and roll spoiler inputs for descent for an invariant
null space filter applied to a nonlinear X-HALE model, with and without LA
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1. Descent: In order to descend to a lower altitude, the reference trajectory consists

of a pitch down two seconds after the simulation starts with a pulse of −6◦/s

over one second. The nose-down pitch attitude is held for four seconds before

leveling off in one additional second. This maneuver results in a descent of 80

meters.

2. Descent with discrete gust encounter: While leveling off during the descent

maneuver described above, the aircraft encounters a discrete upward gust with

a 1−cosine profile. The gust is encountered eight seconds after the simulation

starts, swelling to a peak gust amplitude of U0 = 10.8 m/s and then decaying

to zero over 1.03 seconds (i.e., tgust = 1.03 s). The parameters for this gust

are based on the airworthiness specifications for critical gust loads described in

described in Title 14 of the CFR, section 25.341 [47].

The nonlinear model is built using UM/NAST and the required input settings

for level flight are determined and applied for a dynamic simulation with a time dis-

cretization of 0.01 seconds. A virtual INS is positioned at the center of the model and

used for feedback control. The controller is written in a MATLAB script (ver. r2020a

[58]), based on the PI control architecture described in Section 4.1.4. The controller

script obtains the reference command signal from a lookup table. This controller

script also calls the CA function, which utilizes MPC (with Tp = 3s) to find the

appropriate ∆u(t) value for each time step. The CA function is configured to retain

the ∆u(t) solution each iteration in order to maintain continuity. The disengagement

mechanism in this case is the addition of an exponential decay of the ∆u(t) signal at

the end of the last solution from the QP solver, as described in Section 3.4.2. For

this demonstration, the null space filter is invariant and is generated based on the

equilibrium point conditions and linearized model at the beginning of the simulation.

The bound on the wing bending curvature is set to −0.235m−1 for both cases. This

value represents a flexible output correction factor of yf,correction = 11.1%, according
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to Eq. (4.10).

The state results for test case 1, both with and without LA, are shown in Fig. 4.23.

The rigid body outputs of roll-, pitch-, and yaw-rates are on the left. The aircraft

load factor is on the bottom right and the flexible outputs for each wing are on the

upper right. The time histories of the elevator, aileron, and flap inputs are shown

in Fig. 4.24. The solution had only an inconsequential effect on the nominal control

signal for the rudder and thrusters, therefore, they are not displayed.

The plot for the bending curvature shows that the constraint is satisfied with

a reasonable margin, which represents an attenuation of over 20% of the bending,

compared to the results without LA:

κL,integrity = 12.9%,

κR,integrity = 10.5%.
(4.31)

There is some extraneous motion in the roll axis, but it is very low. Overall, the

results are very desirable:

ep = 0.060◦/s,

eq = 0.040◦/s,

er = 0.006◦/s.

(4.32)

The resultant ∆u(t) can be approximated by noting the difference between the

plots in Fig. 4.24. When the ∆u(t) signal is active, the elevators deflect less, which

would provide less pitch rate. Both ailerons deflect upward, which would reduce the

lift near the wingtips, and the flaps deflect downward, increasing the lift near the

fuselage. This matches the conclusions found in the literature for centrally-loaded

aircraft [18]. One interesting result is the difference in load factor with the LA system

active. The measured load factor comes from the INS sensor placed at the center of

the wing box. The difference is small, but the value of the load factor is higher when
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Figure 4.23: Responses of rigid body motion and wing root bending curvature for
descent for an invariant null space filter applied to a nonlinear GTA model, with and
without LA

the LA system is active, even while the wing bending curvature is being reduced.

One way to understand this phenomenon is to first note that the pitch rate motion

is approximately the same for both cases, meaning that the lifting force is staying

the same. With that in mind, if the wings are not bent as much, then it means that

the amount of force that would normally be absorbed by the wings flexing is instead

being redirected to the fuselage, thus increasing the load factor measured there by

the INS.

The state results for test case 2, both with and without LA, are shown in Fig. 4.25.

The time histories of the elevator, aileron, and flap inputs are shown in Fig. 4.26. The

flexible state constraint was equal to the case without gust, which now represents a

flexible output correction factor of yf,correction = 36.8% of the bending, compared to

the results without LA.

The plot for the bending curvature shows that the constraint is satisfied with

plenty margin. The resultant bending trajectory satisfied the constraints by an extra
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Figure 4.24: Time histories of elevator, aileron, and flap inputs for descent for an
invariant null space filter applied to a nonlinear GTA model, with and without LA

21%, showing an overall attenuation of 58%, compared to the results without LA:

κL,integrity = 28.1%,

κR,integrity = 21.3%.
(4.33)

The LA objective is achieved, but the response is excessive, showing some areas

for future improvement of the system. There is some extraneous motion in the roll

and pitch axes, but it is still less than 0.2◦/s:

ep = 0.156◦/s,

eq = 0.153◦/s,

er = 0.023◦/s.

(4.34)

The resultant ∆u(t) can be approximated by noting the difference between the

plots in Fig. 4.26. Compared to the observations for test case 1, the elevators deflect

less, both ailerons deflect upward, and the flaps deflect downward, to reduce the

out-of-plane wing bending. The relative increase in load factor is observed again.
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Figure 4.25: Responses of rigid body motion and wing root bending curvature for
descent with discrete gust for an invariant null space filter applied to a nonlinear
GTA model, with and without LA
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Figure 4.26: Time histories of elevator, aileron, and flap inputs for descent with
discrete gust for an invariant null space filter applied to a nonlinear GTA model, with
and without LA
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CHAPTER 5

Characterization of Load Alleviation

System Applied to Nonlinear Systems

After developing the methods for the LA system, it is important to understand its

limitations with respect to effectiveness when applied to a physical system. Therefore,

the following case study was designed to characterize the system, which is based on

linear systems theory and models, and determine its limits of applicability when

implemented on a nonlinear system. A collection of variants of the GTA model are

used to study the effect of aircraft flexibility level, preview horizon length, and load

alleviation level on the performance of the LA system.

5.1 System Under Evaluation

The final configuration of the LA system using CA for a nonlinear aircraft model is

described in Section 3.5. It consists of a CA function using MPC that is called by

the nominal controller of the aircraft at every time step. The CA function uses an

assumed ∆ua(t) trajectory for the given Tp and a preview of r(t) and g(t) in a linear

simulation to predict the flexible output trajectory yf (t) for the preview horizon. If

the prediction shows that yf (t) will exceed the constraints, then the optimization

function is triggered in order to find ∆u(t) that constrains yf (t). Otherwise, ∆ua(t)

is sufficient and is returned as ∆u(t). This process repeats every time step.
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The value of the preview horizon, Tp, is identified as a parameter of the LA

system which may affect its performance. Therefore, four different time durations

will be used in each application of the system: three, two, one, and one-half second.

All test methods below which use the preview horizon will be repeated for each of

these four values.

5.2 Objectives

There are two objectives for this study.

1. Determine limits of applicability of linear-time-invariant null space filter coupled

with nonlinear system

2. Evaluate limits of applicability of linear-based system for load alleviation through

control allocation when applied to a nonlinear system

5.3 Objective Nonlinear System

The nonlinear system chosen for this study is the GTA model, which is described in

Section 4.1.3. Five variants of the GTA are used in order to evaluate the impact of

wing stiffness on the LA system. The stiffness values of the wings are reduced for

out-of-plane bending, in-plane bending, and torsion. The extensional stiffness values

are unchanged and all other components of the model are treated as rigid elements in

the UM/NAST framework (see Appendix C for details). With this relaxed stiffness of

the wings, at an equilibrium flight condition of 160 m/s at 20,000 ft, each variant of

the GTA will have unique characteristics for static vertical wingtip deflection (δzwt),

the first out-of-plane bending frequency (foopb), the short period frequency (fsp), and

static wing bending curvature (κstatic). The notable characteristics for each variant

at this flight condition are presented in Table 5.1. Note that wingtip deflection is
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Table 5.1: Notable characteristics for each GTA variant at flight condition of 160
m/s at 20,000 ft

Model No. δzwt (%) foopb (Hz) fsp (Hz) κstatic (1/m)
1 11.5 1.81 0.893 -0.067
2 20.0 1.37 0.862 -0.118
3 28.5 1.15 0.833 -0.171
4 34.0 1.05 0.820 -0.206
5 39.2 0.977 0.813 -0.242

presented as a percentage of aircraft half-span. All variants use the same nominal

controller which uses PI control to minimize the error between the measured roll-,

pitch-, and yaw-rates and the corresponding reference commanded angular rates, as

described in Section 4.1.4. All test methods below will be repeated for each of these

variants.

5.4 Evaluation Method

The objectives of this study are accomplished by collecting and analyzing specific

Measures of Performance (MOPs), which measure system-specific characteristics con-

nected to a requirement. Each one of the MOPs aids in characterizing the system as a

whole, and provides the necessary data for accurate conclusions and recommendations

from the study.

5.4.1 Objective 1: Determine limits of applicability of linear-

time-invariant null space filter coupled with nonlinear

system

5.4.1.1 MOP 1.1: Spill-over frequency

The null space filter is designed to exploit the null space that exists between the

control effectors and the rigid body output of the aircraft, as explained in Section
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3.1.1. However, since the null space filter is generated from a linearized model, about

an equilibrium point of the nonlinear aircraft model, there will be some point at which

the assumptions for linearization are no longer valid, thus affecting the rigid body

output. The spill-over frequency of the null space filter is the frequency of the null

space variable signal beyond which the rigid body output is adversely affected.

• Test Method

The combined model of the aircraft with null space filter will be subjected to

a 20-second chirp (or frequency sweep) signal at each condition listed in the

test point matrix for this objective in Table 5.2. The chirp signal is commonly

used for system identification applications and consists of a sinusoidal signal,

for which the instantaneous frequency is increasing over the duration of the

signal. A chirp signal with a linearly increasing frequency is designed using the

following function:

v(t) = sin

[
2π

(
f1 − f0

2T
t2 + f0t

)]
, (5.1)

where f0 is the starting frequency of the signal, in Hz, f1 is the final frequency

of the signal, also in Hz, and T is the duration of the signal, in seconds [59].

The lower-limit of the starting frequency is dependent on the duration of the

chirp signal, because it needs to be long enough to include one full period at

the starting frequency (i.e., f0 ≥ 1/T ). The upper-limit of the final frequency

is dependent on the time discretization and Nyquist frequency principle. The

final frequency can be no higher than one half of the sampling rate, or time

discretization (i.e., f1 ≤ 2/∆t). The frequency values in Table 5.2 are listed

in units of Hertz and also nondimensional frequencies, scaled by the first out-

of-plane bending frequency, foopb, of the respective aircraft model (shown in

Table 5.1). The test signal may be applied to each individual input channel of
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the null space variable, or to a combination of individual channels. Additional

test methods include the use of a single-frequency sinusoidal signal to check the

spill-over frequency candidate value. In all cases, the original sinusoidal signal

for v(t) must be processed through the null space filter to generate a ∆u(t)

signal, which is then given as the input to the aircraft model for an open-loop

dynamic simulation.

• Data Requirement

A time history of the rigid body output of the aircraft model obtained from

a numerical simulation of the ∆u(t) signal derived from the v(t) chirp signal

processed through the null space filter will be recorded in a data log.

• Exit Criteria

One simulation run of the chirp signal including each input channel of each

model number is needed to find an estimate of the spill-over frequency. Ad-

ditional simulation runs using a narrower range of frequencies, or a single fre-

quency, may be needed in order to identify a spill-over frequency with single-

digit precision within a given order of magnitude. This will be done at each

condition noted in the test point matrix in Table 5.2.

• Algorithm/Process

The rigid body output data will be monitored to identify excursions or depar-

tures from the trim value throughout the time history data log. Any excursions

of departures of the rigid body output will be noted and analyzed through a

Fourier transform to identify the corresponding frequency. The most dominant

frequency (highest power rating from the Fourier transform analysis) from the

results of each channel of the rigid body output will first be identified as candi-

dates for the spill-over frequency for a specific input channel. Then the highest

power among those frequencies shows the principal response and corresponding
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Table 5.2: Test Point Matrix for Objective 1

Test Point Model No. f0 (Hz) f1 (Hz) f0/foopb f1/foopb

1.1 1 0.05 50 0.028 27.6
1.2 2 0.05 50 0.036 36.5
1.3 3 0.05 50 0.043 43.5
1.4 4 0.05 50 0.048 47.6

spill-over frequency for that input channel. In cases where two output channels

have approximately equal power ratings, then the one with the lower frequency

is determined to be the spill-over frequency for that input channel. When com-

paring the spill-over frequency for each input channel of a model number, the

most common spill-over frequency is determined to be the spill-over frequency

for the model number. For cases where two spill-over frequencies have the same

number of dominant channels, then the lower frequency is determined to be the

spill-over frequency for the model number.

• Evaluation Criteria

None. Only determine the value of the spill-over frequency with single-digit

precision within a given order of magnitude.

• Final Data Product

The spill-over frequency for each model number will be listed in a table.
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5.4.2 Objective 2: Evaluate limits of applicability of linear-

based system for load alleviation through control allo-

cation when applied to a nonlinear system

5.4.2.1 MOP 2.1: Constraint integrity of flexible output of aircraft model

during maneuvering flight

The primary objective of the system under evaluation is to alleviate the loads borne

by the aircraft structure during maneuvering flight and when encountering gust dis-

turbances. These loads must be kept within constraints in order to maintain the

integrity of the aircraft structure. The loads may be measured directly, or indirectly,

by a structural output at key locations on the model of the aircraft.

• Test Method

The objective model will perform a MVS maneuver in order to excite the out-

of-plane bending deflection of the wing. The MVS is a commonly used test

technique [60] to meet the minimum 2.5g load required for airworthiness certi-

fication, as detailed in Title 14 of the CFR, section 25.337 [47]. The maneuver

begins with the aircraft flying at 1g and applying the following stick trajectory:

(i) move the pilot stick with a sinusoidal shape until a load factor of 2.5g is

reached, then (ii) reversing with a sinusoidal shape until a load factor of -0.5g is

reached, then (iii) completing the sinusoidal shape to return to a load factor of

1g. For the case of the aircraft model used in this study, providing the nominal

controller with a sinusoidal input for the pitch-rate reference signal yields the

desired sinusoidal response in load factor. The period of the maneuver shall be

six seconds, as this period allows each variant of the GTA to attain 2.5g (±0.1g)

without having significant saturation of the elevators. The maximum magni-

tude of the sinusoidal pitch-rate reference signal, rq,max needed to achieve the

2.5g load factor for each model variant of the GTA is shown in Table 5.3, along
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Table 5.3: The MVS design which results in a 2.5g load factor for each GTA variant
at flight condition of 160 m/s at 20,000 ft

Model No. rq,max (◦/s) κmin (1/m) n̂z,max (g)
1 6.5 -0.174 2.53
2 8.5 -0.300 2.56
3 9.0 -0.382 2.55
4 9.3 -0.419 2.52
5 9.1 -0.443 2.43

with the minimum observed wing bending curvature, κmin, and the maximum

load factor attained without the LA system, n̂z,max. Note that because the flex-

ible output for this case study is bending curvature, and that a more negative

value of curvature denotes an increase in upward bend, the minimum value of

the flexible output with the LA system provides the maximum displacement

from the static value and, thus, the maximum upward bending of the wing.

The amount of correction needed by the LA system is identified as a significant

parameter of this study. This parameter is quantified as the desired attenuation

of the flexible output when performing the MVS maneuver without the LA

system, expressed as a percentage of the maximum flexible output displacement

from the static value prior to the maneuver, i.e.,:

yf,correction =
y−f − ŷfmin

ŷfmin − yfstatic

, (5.2)

where ŷfmin is the flexible output from the MVS without the LA system. This

parameter can be used to define a threshold between a low correction (10%

±1%) and a high correction (30% ±1%). For a given GTA variant, the value

of the flexible output constraint shall be set such that the test case falls within

the desired correction value, as shown in Table 5.4.

• Data Requirement

A time history of the flexible output of the aircraft model obtained from a
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numerical simulation of the MVS maneuver will be recorded in a data log. The

data log should start from at least three seconds prior to the initiation of the

maneuver and include at least three seconds of data after the completion of the

maneuver. The user-defined constraint on the flexible output, y−f , and its static

value prior to the maneuver, yfstatic, are also needed, for reference.

• Exit Criteria

One simulation run of the MVS maneuver with the LA system active, collecting

the required data, at each test point noted in the test point matrix in Table 5.4

is required. Also, one simulation run of the MVS maneuver without the LA

system is required, for the same test points.

• Algorithm/Process

The minimum observed value of the flexible output will be compared to the user-

defined constraint. This results in a flexible output integrity metric, expressed

as a percentage of the maximum flexible output displacement from the static

value:

yf,integrity =
y−f − yfmin

ŷfmin − yfstatic

. (5.3)

Any instance where the integrity metric has a value less than zero represents a

constraint violation.

• Evaluation Criteria

The desired performance for the integrity metric defined in Eq. (5.3) is to main-

tain a non-negative value throughout the maneuver, but to also keep the in-

tegrity metric less than or equal to 20%. Acceptable performance for the in-

tegrity metric is any value greater than 20%. The reason this level of perfor-

mance is not desirable is that it represents an excessive use of control by the LA

system, which is much more than necessary to prevent a constraint violation,
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therefore showing that the system could be improved. Undesirable performance

for the integrity metric is any value less than zero, which represents a constraint

violation.

• Final Data Product

The values of the constraint integrity metric for both the right and left wing

for each test point of maneuvering flight will be listed in a table. A plot of the

flexible output compared to the user-defined bound and the flexible output of a

simulation without the LA system may also be presented for a selection of test

points.

5.4.2.2 MOP 2.2: Rigid body output error of aircraft model during ma-

neuvering flight

A distinguishing feature of the system under evaluation is the exploitation of the null

space of the aircraft model. Generating and using a null space filter to build the

∆u(t) signal enables changes to the flexible output without affecting the rigid body

output. However, this feature relies on the property of superposition present in linear

systems, which may no longer be valid when applying the linear-based LA system

to a nonlinear aircraft model. Errors arising from the linearization of the nonlinear

aircraft model may result in changes to the rigid body output, when compared to

maneuvers executed without the LA system active.

• Test Method

The objective model will perform an MVS maneuver in order to excite the out-

of-plane bending deflection of the wing. The same test method described in

Section 5.4.2.1 will be sufficient for this MOP.

• Data Requirement
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Table 5.4: Test Point Matrix for Objective 2

Test Point Model No. Tp(s) yf,correction (%)
2.1 1 3 -10
2.2 1 3 -30
2.3 1 2 -10
2.4 1 2 -30
2.5 1 1 -10
2.6 1 1 -30
2.7 1 0.5 -10
2.8 1 0.5 -30
2.9 2 3 -10
2.10 2 3 -30
2.11 2 2 -10
2.12 2 2 -30
2.13 2 1 -10
2.14 2 1 -30
2.15 2 0.5 -10
2.16 2 0.5 -30
2.17 3 3 -10
2.18 3 3 -30
2.19 3 2 -10
2.20 3 2 -30
2.21 3 1 -10
2.22 3 1 -30
2.23 3 0.5 -10
2.24 3 0.5 -30
2.25 4 3 -10
2.26 4 3 -30
2.27 4 2 -10
2.28 4 2 -30
2.29 4 1 -10
2.30 4 1 -30
2.31 4 0.5 -10
2.32 4 0.5 -30
2.33 5 3 -10
2.34 5 3 -30
2.35 5 2 -10
2.36 5 2 -30
2.37 5 1 -10
2.38 5 1 -30
2.39 5 0.5 -10
2.40 5 0.5 -30
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A time history of the rigid body output of the aircraft model obtained from a

numerical simulation of the MVS maneuver with the LA system active will be

recorded in a data log. The rigid body output used for this MOP must be the

same ones used by the nominal controller of the aircraft. The data log should

start from at least three seconds prior to the initiation of the maneuver and

include at least three seconds of data after the completion of the maneuver. A

similar data log from a numerical simulation of the MVS maneuver without the

LA system is also needed, for reference.

• Exit Criteria

One simulation run of the MVS maneuver with the LA system active, collecting

the required data, at each test point noted in the test point matrix in Table 5.4

is required. Also, one simulation run of the MVS maneuver without the LA

system is required, for the same test points.

• Algorithm/Process

The rigid body output data with the LA system active will be compared to

the output data without the LA system throughout the time history data log.

Specifically, starting from the first point in time where the mean ∆u(t) value

of all input channels is greater than zero until the end of the data log, the

difference between the rigid body output values will be calculated. The mean

of the absolute value of these differences will be calculated, resulting in a rigid

body output mean absolute error:

eyr =
1

n

n∑
i=1

|yr(i)− ŷr(i)|, (5.4)

where n is the number of time steps in the sample and ŷr(t) represents the data

from the simulation without the LA system.
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• Evaluation Criteria

The desired performance for the rigid body output error metric defined in

Eq. (5.4) is to have a mean pitch-rate absolute error less than or equal to

1◦/s. Acceptable performance is a mean pitch-rate error greater than 1◦/s, but

less than or equal to 2◦/s. Undesirable performance is a mean pitch-rate error

greater than 2◦/s.

The desired performance for roll-rate or yaw-rate is to have a mean absolute

error less than or equal to 2◦/s. Acceptable performance is a mean absolute error

greater than 2◦/s, but less than or equal to 4◦/s. Undesirable performance is a

mean absolute error greater than 4◦/s.

• Final Data Product

The mean absolute error for each rigid body output for each test point will

be listed in a table. A plot of the rigid body output compared to the rigid

body output of a simulation without the LA system may also be presented for

a selection of test points.

5.4.2.3 MOP 2.3: Constraint integrity of flexible output of aircraft model

during gust disturbance

The primary objective of the system under evaluation is to alleviate the loads borne

by the aircraft structure during maneuvering flight and when encountering gust dis-

turbances.

• Test Method

The objective model will be subjected to a discrete gust disturbance in order

to excite the out-of-plane bending deflection of the wing. A discrete gust with

a 1−cosine profile will be designed according to the specifications in Title 14 of

the CFR, section 25.341 [47]. These specifications are given by the equations in
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Section 2.3.1. With the aircraft flying at 20,000 ft and 160 m/s, one may make

the following assumptions to define the duration and intensity of the gust:

Zmo = 40, 000ft,

R1 = 0.8,

R2 = 0.75.

(5.5)

With these assumed values, the other gust parameters are:

Uref = 12.6m/s,

Fgz = 0.840,

Fgm = 0.738,⇒

Fg(0ft) = 0.789⇒

Fg(20, 000ft) = 0.895⇒

Uds = (12.6m/s)(0.895)
(

H
350ft

)1/6
.

(5.6)

This last expression provides the design gust velocity, Uds, and is now only a

function of the size of the gust field, H, in feet, which are the two parameters

needed for the spatial gust expression in Eq. 2.7. Given a starting velocity

of 160 m/s and assuming that the forward velocity will remain approximately

constant throughout the gust field, a given value for H will also provide the

time duration of the gust, tgust, used in the temporal gust expression in Eq. 2.6.

The instruction from the CFR is to choose the value for H that provides the

critical response, which happens for different values of H for each variant of the

GTA used in this study. The values of H which provide the critical response for

each model are presented in Table 5.5, along with the values for the design gust

velocity, the temporal gust duration, and the minimum observed wing bending

curvature, κmin.

As noted for the maneuvering flight version of this MOP, the amount of cor-
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Table 5.5: The gust design which results in a critical response for each GTA variant
at flight condition of 160 m/s at 20,000 ft

Model No. H (ft) Uds (m/s) tgust (s) κmin (1/m)
1 180 10.1 1.26 -0.1492
2 270 10.8 1.03 -0.2216
3 310 11.1 1.18 -0.2814
4 310 11.1 1.18 -0.3157

rection needed by the LA system is also identified as a significant parameter of

this study. Therefore, each gust encounter will have two cases: a low correction

(10% ±1%) and a high correction (30% ±1%), as shown in Table 5.4.

• Data Requirement

A time history of the flexible output of the aircraft model obtained from a

numerical simulation of the gust encounter will be recorded in a data log. The

data log should start from at least three seconds prior to the gust encounter

and include at least three seconds of data after the start of the gust encounter.

The user-defined constraint on the flexible output, y−f , and its static value prior

to the maneuver, yfstatic, are also needed, for reference.

• Exit Criteria

One simulation run of the gust encounter with the LA system active, collecting

the required data, at each test point noted in the test point matrix in Table 5.4

is required. Also, one simulation run of the gust encounter without the LA

system is required, for the same test points.

• Algorithm/Process

The constraint integrity MOP for gust disturbance is defined in the same manner

as for the maneuvering flight case described in Section 5.4.2.1.

• Evaluation Criteria
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The evaluation criteria for gust disturbance is the same as for the maneuvering

flight case described in Section 5.4.2.1.

• Final Data Product

The values of the constraint integrity metric for both the right and left wing for

each test point of gust disturbance will be listed in a table.

5.4.2.4 MOP 2.4: Rigid body output error of aircraft model during gust

disturbance

A distinguishing feature of the system under evaluation is the exploitation of the null

space of the aircraft model enabling changes to the flexible output without affecting

the rigid body output.

• Test Method

The objective model will subjected to a discrete gust disturbance in order to

excite the out-of-plane bending deflection of the wing. The same test method

described in Section 5.4.2.3 will be sufficient for this MOP.

• Data Requirement

A time history of the rigid body output of the aircraft model obtained from a

numerical simulation of the gust encounter with the LA system active will be

recorded in a data log. The data log should start from at least three seconds

prior to the gust encounter and include at least three seconds of data after the

start of the gust encounter. A similar data log from a numerical simulation of

the gust encounter without the LA system is also needed, for reference.

• Exit Criteria

One simulation run of the gust encounter with the LA system active, collecting

the required data, at each test point noted in the test point matrix in Table 5.4
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is required. Also, one simulation run of the gust encounter without the LA

system is required, for the same test points.

• Algorithm/Process

The rigid body output error MOP for gust disturbance is defined in the same

manner as for the maneuvering flight case described in Section 5.4.2.2.

• Evaluation Criteria

The evaluation criteria for gust disturbance is the same as for the maneuvering

flight case described in Section 5.4.2.2.

• Final Data Product

The mean absolute error for each rigid body output for each test point will be

listed in a table.

5.5 Results of Characterization

5.5.1 Objective 1: Determine limits of applicability of linear-

time-invariant null space filter coupled with nonlinear

system

The spill-over frequency for each model number was determined by performing a

Fourier transform analysis of the rigid body output from the null space variable chirp

simulation from UM/NAST. A simulation was run for each input channel of the null

space filter for each model number. For each input channel simulation, the output of

the three rigid body outputs was analyzed to determine the dominant frequency in the

signal. The output channel frequency with the highest signal power was chosen as the

spill-over frequency for that input channel. The input channel spill-over frequencies

for each model number are presented in Table 5.6. Within each model number, the
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Table 5.6: Results of spill-over frequency determination for Objective 1

Test Point Model No. Channel Signal Power fso (Hz) fso/foopb

1.1 1 1 2.69× 103 0.10 0.06
1.1 1 2 2.83× 103 0.11 0.06
1.1 1 3 4.92× 103 0.12 0.07
1.1 1 4 2.63× 103 0.11 0.06
1.1 1 5 3.04× 103 0.11 0.06
1.1 1 6 2.73× 103 0.09 0.05
1.2 2 1 3.36× 10−6 0.65 0.47
1.2 2 2 3.20× 10−9 0.65 0.47
1.2 2 3 1.07× 10−5 0.65 0.47
1.2 2 4 1.85× 10−6 0.05 0.04
1.2 2 5 1.35× 10−5 0.05 0.04
1.2 2 6 4.71× 10−6 0.15 0.11
1.3 3 1 5.95× 103 0.13 0.12
1.3 3 2 4.00× 103 0.11 0.10
1.3 3 3 4.02× 103 0.12 0.10
1.3 3 4 1.21× 104 0.14 0.12
1.3 3 5 3.26× 103 0.11 0.10
1.3 3 6 2.77× 103 0.11 0.09
1.4 4 1 3.46× 100 0.15 0.14
1.4 4 2 7.75× 10−1 0.15 0.14
1.4 4 3 6.26× 101 0.15 0.14
1.4 4 4 8.88× 10−1 0.25 0.24
1.4 4 5 9.97× 10−2 0.15 0.14
1.4 4 6 1.74× 100 0.15 0.14

frequency that appeared the most of the six channels is determined to be the spill-over

frequency for that model number. This result is in bold font in Table 5.6.

One observation made during the determination process occurred while selecting

the rigid body output channel with the most dominant signal power. In all cases, the

output channel for the roll rate had the dominant signal power. The interpretation of

this result is that using each of these null space filters will likely result in extraneous

motion in the roll axis, more than in the pitch or yaw axes.

Note that the signal power for model 2 and model 4 was bounded, providing

accurate results. However, the signal power for model 1 and model 3 grew unbounded,

causing the simulation to quit. This happened even after reducing the amplitude of
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the chirp signal to only 0.001 and modifying the frequencies to start at f0 = 0.01 Hz

and increase to f1 = 0.015 Hz. Therefore, only a partial chirp signal was tested and

the results have a lower confidence. The most that can be said of these results is that

the spill-over frequencies noted are an upper bound of the true spill-over frequency.

This result shows that different null space filter can have different characteristics

that may provide an improved performance for the LA system. Other methods of

manipulating the objective model to generate a null space filter may produce better

filters than the ones used for this study, but the ones used for this study provided the

best result of the several potential null space filters investigated.

5.5.2 Objective 2: Evaluate limits of applicability of linear-

based system for load alleviation through control allo-

cation when applied to a nonlinear system

The results of MOPs 2.1 and 2.2, for maneuvering flight, are presented in Fig. 5.1.

This includes the values of the constraint integrity metric for both the right and left

wing and the rigid body output error for each test point. This tabular collection of

results is color-coded to highlight whether the observed results are desirable (green),

acceptable (yellow), or undesirable (red).

Note that the varying stiffness of the wings in each of these models results in

differing levels of modeling error between the nonlinear and linearized versions of

each model. All of the model variants have very little modeling error when given

a low-magnitude maneuver, but that error increases for high-magnitude maneuvers.

Furthermore, modeling error increases at a higher rate with increases in maneuver

magnitude for the models with lower stiffness values. The MVS maneuver is a low-

frequency maneuver, but has a high magnitude in order to attain a 2.5g load factor,

which means modeling error will be amplified. Luckily, the modeling error for all
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Figure 5.1: Test Point Matrix with Results for Maneuvering Flight, Objective 2
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cases of the GTA provides an overestimation of the flexible output. This means that,

in general, the nominal simulations used to predict the behavior of the flexible output

portray a worse situation than will actually happen for the nonlinear model. This

overestimation results in a more conservative response of the LA system, which is

observed in the results in Fig. 5.1.

Another observation from the results is with respect to the rigid body output error.

The first axis that would start to show increased error was the roll axis. This was an

interesting observation, since the MVS maneuver is purely longitudinal, but it agrees

with the observations from Objective 1 of this study, where the output channel for roll

rate always had a higher signal power from the Fourier transform spectral analysis.

The result validates the interpretation that using each of the null space filters will

likely result in extraneous motion in the roll axis, more than in the pitch or yaw axes.

For all model variants, a shorter preview horizon yields less rigid-body error and

satisfied the flexible constraints with smaller margins (less excessive control use).

These are desirable qualities, but one may expect that the LA system would do

better when there is more time to prepare for predicted constraint violations. The

reason for this improved performance likely stems from the overestimation of the

linearized model, where a larger preview horizon allows that overestimation to have

more influence.

Note that there are a few test points where having a long preview horizon led

to instability. This occurred in the more flexible model variants with a three-second

preview horizon and a desired flexible output correction of -30% (i.e., test points 2.18,

2.16, and 2.34). The interpretation for these results is that the predicted response is

based on linearized models with high error, and when that high error is propagated

over a longer time prediction, then the control effort is based on bad predictions,

which drive the whole system unstable.

There were also two test points (2.23 and 2.24) where a 0.5-second preview hori-
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zon resulted in a high frequency, high amplitude response, which drove the system

unstable. The interpretation for this result is that the very short preview coupled

with the high modeling error predicted a very large constraint violation with very

little time to correct, which then resulted in an unrecoverable over-correction. How-

ever, the system did not go unstable for the corresponding test points with the more

flexible wings. This may be a result of the null space filter for model 4 having a higher

spill-over frequency than the one for model 3, as discussed in Section 5.5.1. Another

possible explanation is that the more flexible wings may absorb the energy of the high

frequency, high amplitude response so that the system does not go unstable.

The results of MOPs 2.3 and 2.4, for gust disturbance are presented in Fig. 5.2.

This tabular collection of results is color-coded in the same manner as for maneuvering

flight.

Note that the gust disturbance represents a different kind of input for the aircraft

and the LA system. This is a high-frequency disturbance, but the magnitude of

the response without LA is not as high as for the MVS. This can be observed by

comparing the minimum observed flexible output without LA given in Tables 5.3 and

5.5. As with results for maneuvering flight, the performance for gust disturbance

was driven by the linear models, but this time the linear model of the gust effects

on the aircraft is very influential. As described in Section 4.2, the current linear

model of the gust effects on the aircraft model directly impacts only the rigid body

velocity. The gust disturbance effect on the structure is only propagated through

the dynamics from changes in the rigid body velocity. This model adds lag to the

structural response, which can be compensated by using a correction factor for the

linear model. For all model variants in this study, a correction factor was set to

provide an overshoot of 20% for the prediction of the flexible output. As observed

in Fig. 5.2, for all model variants, too short of a preview horizon yielded undesirable

results, as the system could not maintain structural constraints. This is due to the
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Figure 5.2: Test Point Matrix with Results for Gust Disturbance, Objective 2
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lag in the linear prediction of the gust response. As the flexibility of the aircraft

model increases, the linear prediction has more lag and a longer preview is needed to

maintain structural constraints.

Note also that all test points for gust disturbance had desirable rigid body error.

This is because the gust disturbance does not excite as high of a structural response

as the MVS, which means that there is less modeling error in the predictions from

the linearized system.

5.6 Conclusions of Load Alleviation System Char-

acterization

When considering the results of this study as a whole, the limitations of the LA

system, based on invariant linear systems theory, influence the results in multiple

ways. The influence on performance begins with the null space filter generated for

the aircraft model. A null space filter with a higher spill-over frequency can provide

desirable results for more flexible systems. This is observed between model 3 (with an

estimated spill-over frequency of less than 0.1 Hz, or less than 10% of its first out-of-

plane bending frequency) and model 4 (with an estimated spill-over frequency of 0.15

Hz, or 14% of its first out-of-plane bending frequency). Both of these models would

be considered as very flexible aircraft, but there are some test cases where model 3

had poor performance, while model 4 had better performance for its equivalent test

points. However, both of these models mark the amount of flexibility for the aircraft

wings where this LA system starts to degrade in its ability to meet its primary and

secondary objectives. Model 5 is more flexible than these two and shows a significant

degradation in performance. For example, the gust disturbance test points for model

5 were not performed because the degraded performance observed in models 3 and

4, along with the undesirable performance of model 5 for maneuvering flight, showed
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that this level of flexibility is beyond the limits of applicability of this LA system.

Therefore, in terms of an applicability limit on the flexibility of the wings, models

3 and 4 mark that limit. The LA system developed and demonstrated in this work

can be applied to aircraft with wing flexibility high enough that the vertical wingtip

deflection in a modest cruise is around 28-34% of half-span and the first out-of-plane

bending frequency is around 1.05-1.15 Hz.

When considering the test variable of the preview horizon length, the results show

that a longer preview horizon may not provide the best performance. However, this

statement must be qualified by the given properties of this LA system. For very

flexible aircraft models, the linearized models are known to have high modeling error

when predicting the flexible wing bending curvature. In this situation, a preview

that is too long drives a response that is too conservative, but it could also lead to

instability. Therefore, for maneuvering flight, a shorter preview horizon performed

better for this system. However, for gust response, a longer preview performed better.

But once again, this statement must be taken within the context of the rudimentary

method of generating the gust influence matrix (Bg) for the linear model. The Bg

matrices used for these models all added significant lag to the predicted structural

response to gust, so it follows that an LA system using these Bg matrices for prediction

would perform poorly with only a short preview horizon. In fact, in two test points

(points 2.23 and 2.31), the lag in the prediction was so high that the LA system

did not even engage until the constraints were already violated. One more thing to

keep in mind is that the structural response to gust is not as large as the response

from maneuvers, so the gust disturbance response can have a lower weight compared

to maneuver performance. With the system as it is, a 1-2 second preview horizon

appears to be a good compromise for handling both low-frequency maneuvers of high-

frequency gust disturbances.
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CHAPTER 6

Conclusions and Recommendations

This chapter provides a summary of this work, including the main conclusions and

key contributions of the LA system. Recommendations are given for future work.

6.1 Summary and Main Conclusions

This research presents the development and demonstration of a dynamic control al-

location method for maneuver and gust load alleviation for flexible aircraft. The

flexible aircraft is assumed to have distinct output channels for the rigid body and for

the flexible dynamics. The aircraft has a nominal controller which enables it to track

a specified reference trajectory by using feedback from only the rigid body output.

This results in a rigid body output trajectory and a flexible output trajectory for a

given reference input. The aircraft is assumed to have more control effectors than the

dimension of the controlled rigid body output, which qualifies it as an over-actuated

system with weak input redundancy. It follows that the rigid body output trajectory

for a given reference input can be realized by multiple different selections of control

effector input combinations.

The LA method developed in this work exploits the null space between the refer-

ence input and the rigid body output to control the flexible output without affecting

the tracking performance. By using the null space, the control architecture decouples

the two objectives of load alleviation and rigid body trajectory tracking. For a given
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aircraft linearized model, a null space filter is generated so that its output signal can

be sent to the aircraft control effectors without affecting the rigid body output. A

reduced-dimension null space variable is defined as the input to the null space filter

and its trajectory is determined so that it can control the flexible output to remain

within given constraints. The null space variable trajectory is found using quadratic

programming and a full-horizon preview of the trajectory of the flexible output for a

given reference signal.

The LA system was then enhanced, adding a method to alleviate the loads from

gust disturbances on the aircraft. Then a receding horizon approach was developed

to improve the robustness of the LA system to the uncertainty in the preview of the

reference command and gust disturbance. With the receding horizon implementation,

the preview horizon used for optimization can be shorter than the full maneuver time

and chosen so that it provides a more accurate preview. This enhancement reframes

the QP formulation so that it can be used iteratively for the limited preview horizon,

which recedes as time moves forward. The robustness is improved as the solution is

recomputed at discrete time instants.

To represent a build-up for more realism in the models used for the LA system, the

impacts and modifications needed to adapt the LA system for use with LPV systems

were discussed. Specifically, either an invariant null space filter based upon the initial

equilibrium condition can be used, or an LPV null space filter can be used to adapt

to changes in the parameter-varying aircraft dynamics. Some issues are encountered

with design and use of an LPV null space filter and solutions are presented to overcome

these issues. Of two solutions presented, the one involving a shift to maintain system

continuity between iterations by means of the ∆u signal sufficiently overcame the

identified issues. Numerical investigations showed the feasibility of both the invariant

and LPV null space filters, when applied to an LPV aircraft model, even as the

aircraft operates away from the equilibrium condition. However, the simpler design
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of using the invariant null space filter, with the increased robustness of maintaining

continuity with the ∆u signal, was sufficient for alleviating loads for an LPV aircraft

model.

Further modifications were made to adapt the LA system for use with nonlinear

aircraft models. The receding horizon approach was successfully translated to a model

predictive control-based control allocator function which can run on top of a nominal

controller for nonlinear models and simulations. Different methods for disengaging

the LA system were set forth with their respective benefits and disadvantages.

Numerical simulations have been used throughout the development to demon-

strate the operation of this LA system using two aircraft models (i.e., the X-HALE

and the GTA). Each aircraft model was described generally, and then in more detail

for the flight conditions used to investigate the feasibility of the LA system concept.

Numerical results using the full preview method with an LTI X-HALE model were

presented as a proof of the LA system concept. As the system was enhanced to ac-

count for gust loads and to utilize a limited preview with receding horizon, additional

numerical results showed the effect of these features. Results of LTI models using the

receding horizon approach demonstrated attenuation of the flexible output by 50-80%

while keeping mean absolute errors of the rigid body outputs to less than 0.25◦/s.

Numerical results were used to show the efficacy of the modifications made to the

system while adapting it for the LPV X-HALE model. Results using the an invariant

null space filter for an LPV X-HALE model demonstrated attenuation of the flexible

output by 50% while keeping mean absolute errors of the rigid body outputs to less

than 0.1◦/s. Finally, numerical results showed the effect of the last modifications,

using an MPC-based LA system on top of a nominal controller while running non-

linear dynamic simulations with the X-HALE and GTA models. Results using the

an invariant null space filter for a nonlinear X-HALE model overshot a 25% goal to

attenuate the flexible output by an additional 50% and yielded mean absolute errors
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of the rigid body outputs near 1◦/s. Results using the an invariant null space filter for

a nonlinear GTA model overshot a 35% goal to attenuate the flexible output by an

additional 20% while keeping mean absolute errors of the rigid body outputs to less

than 0.2◦/s. These demonstrations showed that the LA system can successfully avoid

the violation of flexible output constraints resulting from both gust disturbances and

maneuvers with minimal effect on the trajectory tracking performance.

A case study to characterize this linear-based LA system identified limits of appli-

cability for nonlinear aircraft models and resulted in recommended design parameters.

The case study observed the effect of: (1) different values of wing flexibility, (2) the

length of the preview horizon used by the MPC-based system, and (3) the amount

of alleviation required of the system. The results of the case study showed that the

LA system developed and demonstrated in this work can be applied to aircraft with

wing flexibility high enough that the vertical wingtip deflection is around 28-34% of

half-span in cruise and the first out-of-plane bending frequency is around 1.05-1.15

Hz. The case study also showed that a preview horizon of 1-2 seconds provides a

good compromise for handling both low-frequency maneuvers of high-frequency gust

disturbances.

6.2 Key Contributions

The key contributions of this dissertation can be summarized as follows:

• Development of a new method for MLA and GLA using linear and parameter-

varying systems to modify the control allocation of an aircraft to alleviate loads.

This method exploits the structure of input redundancy to decouple the rigid

body and flexible response in order to alleviate loads during maneuvers and

gusts while also keeping desired rigid-body trajectory.

• Introduction of a receding horizon approach as part of the LA system to account
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for stochastic gust disturbances and maneuvers with limited preview. The ro-

bustness of the system improved as the solution was iteratively recomputed at

discrete time instants.

• Successful translation of the load alleviation system to a model predictive control-

based control allocator function which can run on top of a nominal controller for

nonlinear models and simulations. Numerical demonstrations showed that the

system can be added to an aircraft with nominal controller to successfully avoid

the violation of flexible output constraints resulting from both gust disturbances

and maneuvers with minimal effect on the trajectory tracking performance.

• Characterization of the limits of applicability for this linear-based LA system

when applied to nonlinear aircraft models. This characterization showed a limit

with respect to the aircraft stiffness and resulted in a recommendation for a time

preview horizon.

6.3 Recommendations for Future Work

Over the course of this study, some aspects of the performance of this LA system

revealed areas for needed improvement.

• Applying the linear-based LA system to nonlinear aircraft models often resulted

in excessive control use to get an overly-conservative result. The system perfor-

mance may be improved through some sort of scaling factor on the predicted

trajectory of the flexible output from the linear model when there is a known

modeling error. This issue may be approached by adjusting the constraint of

the QP problem to compensate for modeling error. Another idea is to use a

weak slack variable penalty, but not so weak that it actually results in constraint

violation.
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• The LA system developed in this work utilized an MPC-based control alloca-

tor which found optimal control trajectories based on flexible output dynamics

from linear simulation predictions. The prediction portion of this system can

be improved through the use of nonlinear models and simulations. This shift to

nonlinear MPC would provide less modeling error of the flexible output trajec-

tory, which would also help to decrease the excessive control use observed in this

work. Nonlinear MPC requires a program which can run dynamic simulations

for any given initial condition of aircraft states and inputs. The dynamic simu-

lation module in Ver. 4.2.0 of UM/NAST contains some underlying assumptions

that the initial condition of the model is static. The capability to run dynamic

simulations with non-static initial conditions is recommended for development

and integration into UM/NAST.

• The null space filters found by the methods described in this work did not always

result in stable systems which exploited the null space throughout a frequency

band of interest. Theoretically, the null space filter should prevent null space

variable trajectories from spilling over into the rigid body output. In practice,

the degree of attenuation between null space variable and rigid body output

varied with input frequency and sometimes resulted in amplification for certain

input frequencies. Null space filter generation may be improved by techniques

similar to feed-forward model matching.

• The LA system developed in this work used an LTI null space filter applied

to nonlinear aircraft models. The development of a nonlinear null space filter

may improve the performance of this system as it would provide a better ex-

ploitation of the nonlinear null space of the aircraft. Some alternate approach

of output decoupling may provide opportunities to develop such a nonlinear

way to decouple the flexible output control from the rigid body output tracking
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performance.

• As aircraft flexibility increases, more states may be needed to provide an accu-

rate representation of the flexible structure in free flight. This increase in model

size would result in increased computation time for the predictions used by the

LA system in this work. This computation time is a key limitation for applying

MPC to physical systems. Therefore, model reduction techniques should be uti-

lized in order to increase the technological readiness of this system for eventual

application to physical aircraft.

• This LA system used a full aircraft state (or estimated state) for the predictions

needed to determine the optimal null space variable trajectory. Methods to ac-

curately model and predict the flexible output at key locations on the structure

based on a few measurements would decrease the model size and computation

time needed for prediction.

• The gust influence matrix used for predicting the aircraft response to gust dis-

turbance was based on rigid body dynamics and not on direct aerodynamic

influence on the aircraft structure. This resulted in lag for the flexible response,

compared to the nonlinear simulation results. A more accurate linearization of

the gust influence matrix would improve the performance of the LTI-based LA

system on nonlinear aircraft.
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APPENDIX A

Considerations for Implementing Load

Alleviation System with Unique X-HALE

Controller

As shown in Fig. 4.3, the architecture for the nominal controller of the X-HALE is

not based solely on an error signal of the difference between a measured output and

the reference signal. Therefore, the closed loop system derivation differs slightly from

the one presented in Sections 3.1.2 and 3.2.1. Specifically, the nominal controller has

two inputs, r and yr, instead of only one. Observing the pitch control law helps to

clarify this point:

τq =
(
Kqp +

Kqi
s

) [
Kθ

(
1
s
rq − 1

s
yrq
)
− yrq

]
⇒

=
(
Kqp +

Kqi
s

)
Kθ
s
rq −

(
Kqp +

Kqi
s

) (
Kθ
s

+ 1
)
yrq .

(A.1)

Therefore, the nominal control controller can be expressed as two components, one

for each input:

u0 = Cr(s)r + Cy(s)yr. (A.2)

With this understanding, one can follow the guideline of the steps used in Section

3.2.1 to relate the flexible output to the reference command and the null space vari-
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able. First, the closed loop rigid output response of the X-HALE with its nominal

controller (Eq. (A.2) is calculated as

yr = Gru(s)[u0 + ∆u] +Grg(s)g,⇒

= Gru(s)[Cr(s)r + Cy(s)yr] +Grg(s)g,⇒

= [I −Gru(s)Cy(s)]
−1Gru(s)Cr(s)r

+[I −Gru(s)Cy(s)]
−1Grg(s)g.

(A.3)

Then the flexible output response of the X-HALE is

yf = Gfu(s) [u0 + ∆u] +Gfg(s)g ⇒

yf = Gfu(s) [Cr(s)r + Cy(s)yr +N(s)v] +Gfg(s)g
(A.4)

Inserting Eq. (A.3) into Eq. (A.4) yields

yf = Gfu(s)Cr(s)r

+Gfu(s)Cy(s) (I −Gru(s)Cy(s))
−1Gru(s)Cr(s)r(s)

+Gfu(s)Cy(s) (I −Gru(s)Cy(s))
−1Grg(s)g

+Gfu(s)N(s)v +Gfg(s)g,⇒

yf =
[
Gfu(s)Cr(s) +Gfu(s)Cy(s) (I −Gru(s)Cy(s))

−1Gru(s)Cr(s)
]︸ ︷︷ ︸

Hfr,X(s)

r

+
[
Gfg(s) +Gfu(s)Cy(s) (I −Gru(s)Cy(s))

−1Grg(s)
]︸ ︷︷ ︸

Hfg,X(s)

g

+Gfu(s)N(s)︸ ︷︷ ︸
Hfv(s)

v,

(A.5)

which is expressed as the following state space representation of the closed loop sys-

tem:
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ẋCL,X(t) = ACL,XxCL,X(t) +Br,CL,Xr(t) +Bg,CL,Xg(t) +Bv,CL,Xv(t)

yf (t) = Cf,CL,XxCL,X(t).
(A.6)

This last expression is the same form as Eq. (3.24), meaning that it conforms to

the remaining derivations and formulations for the QP problem in Section 3.2.1.

One other unique characteristic of the X-HALE control system is that it has roll

spoilers for its roll control, which can only deflect in one direction. In order to restrict

the QP problem to only find physically feasible solutions for the X-HALE roll spoiler

input channel, the deflection limitation must be included in the QP constraints. This

is accomplished by first establishing a relationship between the null space variable

and the roll spoiler channels of the ∆u(t) signal. Observing the control architecture

in Fig. 3.2, the desired relationship is expressed by the roll spoiler output channels of

the null space filter, i.e.,

∆uR = NRv(s)v. (A.7)

The next step is to determine the control signal used for the roll spoiler channels

as part of the predicted response to r and g from the nominal controller. This can be

accomplished by augmenting the flexible output from the aircraft model with channels

to observe the roll spoiler input channels. In state space format, this would utilize a

feed-forward D matrix and extra rows with zero value to the output C matrix. Let

u0,R express the nominal roll spoiler input signal from the closed loop response to r

and g. Then setting the sum of u0,R and Eq. (A.7) in relation to the deflection bounds

yields the following constraints:
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LBR ≤ u0,R + ∆ur ≤ UBR ⇔

NRv(s)v ≥ LBR − u0,R,

NRv(s)v ≤ UBR − u0,R.

(A.8)

When using a discrete-time format, the trajectory ∆uR(t) is represented by the mul-

tiplication of Toeplitz matrix NRv and v (sampled v(t) arranged in a single-column

vector). Combining this with the total nominal roll spoiler trajectory, u0,R(t), sam-

pled and arranged in a single-column vector, u0,R, the constraints for the deflection

bounds can be included in the QP problem to find the optimal v(t), e.g.,

min
v

vTv,

s.t. Hfvv ≤ y+
f − yfr,

−Hfvv ≤ −y−f + yfr,

NRvv ≤ UBR − u0,R,

−NRvv ≤ −LBR + u0,R.

(A.9)

This QP formulation has the same disclaimers as explained in the main text. This

same structure can be used to include the constraints of all control surfaces, but it was

most important to include the roll spoiler constraints because of the one-directional

nature of the control surface. The other option is to leave these constraints out of the

QP problem and just limit the total input signal u(t) = u0(t)+∆u(t) after solving the

QP problem. However, this option does not utilize the QP solver to find a realistic

optimal solution, which may result in suboptimal performance.
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APPENDIX B

Augmenting the Reference Signal with

the Gust Disturbance Signal

As described in Section 3.4.1, the adaptation process of the LA system for the MPC

framework included a switch for the prediction method. This involved a change from

using Simulink to simulate the preview horizon to using standard linear simulation

functions with closed loop representations of the system. Adding the gust disturbance

signal to the closed loop system requires special consideration because the gust signal

and the reference signal have different insertion points to the system. The reference

signal is an input to the nominal controller and the gust signal is an input directly

to the state of the aircraft, but the rigid body response of both these signals is

then fed back through the nominal controller which then continues to influence to

aircraft. Standard linear simulation functions can handle multiple inputs, but often

all channels need to have the same insertion point for the system. Therefore, in order

for the system developed in this work to conform to the linear simulation function,

the gust disturbance signal needs to be augmented to the reference signal and then

augmented to the input signal to the aircraft. In order to derive an equivalent system,

the portion for the nominal controller would need to be adjusted so that it processes

the error signal of the difference between the reference and the rigid body output,

but that it does not influence the gust disturbance signal, i.e.,
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yr = Gru(s)C(s)[r − yr] +Grg(s)Ig,⇒

= [I +Gru(s)C(s)]−1Gru(s)C(s)r + [I +Gru(s)C(s)]−1Grg(s)g,⇒

= [I +Gru(s)C(s)]−1Grug(s)Cueg(s)

r
g

 ,
(B.1)

where the aircraft system has the gust influence portion augmented to the control

signal input portion (i.e., yr = Grug(s)[u, g]T). Considering the controller portion,

handling the augmented signal can be accomplished with a block diagonal form using

an identity matrix, i.e.,

u
g

 =

 C(s) 0

0 I


︸ ︷︷ ︸

Cueg(s)

r
g

 , (B.2)

where C(s) is the nominal controller and the augmented block diagonal form is

Cueg(s). When considering the state space form of the controller, the Cueg(A) matrix

would be unchanged from the original C(A) matrix, the Cueg(B) matrix would have

three additional columns of zeros on the right (because g ∈ R3), the Cueg(C) matrix

would have three additional rows of zeros on the bottom, and the Cueg(D) matrix

would be a block diagonal matrix of the original C(D) and I3. The flexible output in

this case is

yf = Gfu(s) [u0 + ∆u] +Gfg(s)g ⇒

yf = Gfu(s) [C(s)r − C(s)yr +N(s)v] +Gfg(s)g
(B.3)

Inserting Eq. (B.1) into Eq. (B.3) yields
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yf = Gfu(s)C(s)r

−Gfu(s)C(s)[I +Gru(s)C(s)]−1Grug(s)Cueg(s)

r
g


+Gfu(s)N(s)v +Gfg(s)g,⇒

yf = Gfug(s)Cueg(s)

r
g


−Gfu(s)C(s)[I +Gru(s)C(s)]−1Grug(s)Cueg(s)

r
g


+Gfu(s)N(s)v,

(B.4)

where, as with the rigid aircraft case, the system with the flexible output has the

gust influence portion augmented to the control signal input portion (i.e., yf =

Gfug(s)[u, g]T). This system is decoupled between the augmented reference and gust

signal and the input signal from v. Therefore, the first portion is now in an acceptable

form for linear simulation predictions. Because the system is decoupled and by taking

advantage of the superposition property, the second portion, with the input signal

from v, can be run in a separate linear simulation and added to the results to obtain

the full flexible response.
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APPENDIX C

UM/NAST Model Properties for

X-HALE and GTA

Details for the properties of the models used in this study are presented here. The

reference axes are defined with the origin in the center of the aircraft, the x-axis

pointing along the right wing, the y-axis pointing to the front of the aircraft, and

the z-axis pointing upward, according to the “right-hand rule.” The locations of the

keypoints are first established and then used to define the various structural members,

which contain the structural elements and properties for the structural dynamics of

the aircraft. The labels for the structural members use a W for wings, an F for

fuselage, and a T for tails. Subscripts for the labels distinguish between the right and

left sides of the aircraft, or top and bottom, or fore and aft, and numerical subscripts

for multiple elements of similar type (when necessary) increase in value from the

center of the aircraft.

The locations of the keypoints used to establish the X-HALE model are listed in

Table C.1 and its members are listed in Table C.2. For the X-HALE model, a B is

used for booms, which extend aft from the five fuselage-like pods to the all-movable

tails. A V is used for ventral fins, which extend downward from the three middle

booms. An R is used for roll spoiler control surfaces on the outboard wing sections.

For the purposes of load alleviation, the wings are identified as the critical structural

components and are therefore, the only structural members treated and analyzed for
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their flexible structural response. The structural stiffness values of the wing members

are listed in Table C.3. Note that these values are twice the stiffness, with respect to

the actual aircraft, as explained in Section 4.1.1. Also note that the furthest outboard

wing members have some unique stiffness values on account of having an unclamped

boundary condition at the wingtip.

The locations of the keypoints used to establish the GTA model are listed in

Table C.4 and its members are listed in Table C.5. For the GTA model, AIL is

used for ailerons, ELV is used for elevators, FLP is used for flaps, and RDR is used

for rudder control surfaces. As was the case with the X-HALE, for the purposes of

load alleviation, the wings are identified as the critical structural components and

are therefore, the only structural members treated and analyzed for their flexible

structural response. The structural stiffness values of the wing members vary along

the wingspan. For example, there is one structural element from keypoint one to

keypoint five for WR and then 16 more elements, spaced one every half-meter, till the

wingtip. The stiffness values for each of these elements from the wing root to the

wingtip are listed in Table C.6. Note that all off-diagonal stiffness values are equal

to zero.

For the characterization study of the LA system described in Chapter 5, five

variants of the GTA were established, with varying wing stiffness values. The baseline

stiffness in Table C.6 corresponds with model number two of the characterization

study. Model number one was defined by multiplying the baseline stiffness values

for K11, K33, and K44 by a factor of 1.750, while leaving K22 unchanged. Similarly,

for model numbers three through five, stiffness values were multiplied by a factor of

0.700, 0.583, and 0.500, respectively.
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Table C.1: Keypoint locations for the beam reference axes of the X-HALE (units:
meters)

Keypoint x y z Description
1 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 Body center
2 1.0000 0.0000 0.0000 Right tip of WR1

3 -1.0000 0.0000 0.0000 Left tip of WL1

4 2.0000 0.0000 0.0000 Right tip of WR2

5 -2.0000 0.0000 0.0000 Left tip of WL2

6 2.9848 0.0000 0.1737 Right tip of WR3

7 -2.9848 0.0000 0.1737 Left tip of WL3

8 1.0000 0.0000 -0.2010 Bottom of FR1

9 -1.0000 0.0000 -0.2010 Bottom of FL1

10 2.0000 0.0000 -0.2010 Bottom of FR2

11 -2.0000 0.0000 -0.2010 Bottom of FL2

12 1.0000 -0.6970 0.0000 End of BR1

13 0.7600 -0.6970 0.0000 Left tip of TR1

14 1.2400 -0.6970 0.0000 Right tip of TR1

15 -1.0000 -0.6970 0.0000 End of BL1

16 -0.7600 -0.6970 0.0000 Right tip of TL1

17 -1.2400 -0.6970 0.0000 Left tip of TL1

18 2.0000 -0.6970 0.0000 End of BR2

19 1.7600 -0.6970 0.0000 Left tip of TR2

20 2.2400 -0.6970 0.0000 Right tip of TR2

21 -2.0000 -0.6970 0.0000 End of BL2

22 -1.7600 -0.6970 0.0000 Right tip of TL2

23 -2.2400 -0.6970 0.0000 Left tip of TL2

24 0.0000 0.0000 -0.2010 Bottom of F0

25 0.0000 -0.9440 0.0000 End of B0

26 0.0000 -0.9440 0.2400 Top tip of T0

27 0.0000 -0.9440 -0.1480 Bottom tip of T0

28 2.2482 0.0000 0.0438 Left tip of RR

29 2.7347 0.0000 0.1295 Right tip of RR

30 -2.2482 0.0000 0.0438 Right tip of RL

31 -2.7347 0.0000 0.1295 Left tip of RL

32 0.0000 -0.9440 -0.1400 Bottom aft corner of V0

33 1.0000 -0.6970 -0.1400 Bottom aft corner of VR1

34 -1.0000 -0.6970 -0.1400 Bottom aft corner of VL1
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Table C.2: Structural member definitions for finite element model of the X-HALE
Member Keypoints No. of Elements Flexible Element? Lifting Surface?
F0 1, 24 1 No Yes
B0 1, 25 1 No No
T0,t 25, 26 1 No Yes
T0,b 25, 27 1 No Yes
WR1 1, 2 1 Yes Yes
FR1 2, 8 1 No Yes
BR1 2, 12 1 No No
TR1,l 12, 13 1 No Yes
TR1,r 12, 14 1 No Yes
WR2 2, 4 1 Yes Yes
FR2 4, 10 1 No Yes
BR2 4, 18 1 No No
TR2,l 18, 19 1 No Yes
TR2,r 18, 20 1 No Yes
WR3 4, 6 1 Yes Yes
WL1 1, 3 1 Yes Yes
FL1 3, 9 1 No Yes
BL1 3, 15 1 No No
TL1,r 15, 16 1 No Yes
TL1,l 15, 17 1 No Yes
WL2 3, 5 1 Yes Yes
FL2 5, 11 1 No Yes
BL2 5, 21 1 No No
TL2,r 21, 22 1 No Yes
TL2,l 21, 23 1 No Yes
WL3 5, 7 1 Yes Yes
V0 25, 32 1 No Yes
VR1 12, 33 1 No Yes
VL1 15, 34 1 No Yes
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Table C.3: Structural stiffness definitions for wing members of the X-HALE model

Stiffness Value Applicable Members
K11 4.2816× 106 all
K12 0.0000× 101 all
K13 3.0882× 103 all
K14 −9.8113× 104 all
K22 1.1400× 102 WL1, WL2, WR1, WR2

K22 1.0800× 102 WL3, WR3

K23 0.0000× 101 all
K24 0.0000× 101 all
K33 2.1000× 102 WL1, WL2, WR1, WR2

K33 1.5800× 102 WL3, WR3

K34 −9.2689× 101 all
K44 1.2702× 104 all
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Table C.4: Keypoint locations for the beam reference axes of the GTA (units:
meters)

Keypoint x y z Description
1 0.00 0.00 0.00 Body center
2 0.00 8.00 0.00 Foremost tip of Ff
3 0.00 -12.00 0.00 Root of Tv
4 0.00 -14.00 0.00 Aftmost tip of Fa
5 1.50 0.00 1.00 Root of WR and left tip of FLPR
6 2.00 0.00 1.00 Intermediate point of WR

7 2.50 0.00 1.00 Intermediate point of WR

8 3.00 0.00 1.00 Intermediate point of WR

9 3.50 0.00 1.00 Right tip of FLPR
10 4.00 0.00 1.00 Intermediate point of WR

11 5.00 0.00 1.00 Intermediate point of WR

12 6.00 0.00 1.00 Left tip of AILR
13 6.50 0.00 1.00 Intermediate point of WR

14 7.00 0.00 1.00 Intermediate point of WR

15 7.50 0.00 1.00 Intermediate point of WR

16 8.00 0.00 1.00 Intermediate point of WR

17 8.50 0.00 1.00 Intermediate point of WR

18 9.00 0.00 1.00 Right tip of AILR
19 9.50 0.00 1.00 Wingtip of WR

20 -1.50 0.00 1.00 Root of WL and right tip of FLPL
21 -2.00 0.00 1.00 Intermediate point of WL

22 -2.50 0.00 1.00 Intermediate point of WL

23 -3.00 0.00 1.00 Intermediate point of WL

24 -3.50 0.00 1.00 Left tip of FLPL
25 -4.00 0.00 1.00 Intermediate point of WL

26 -5.00 0.00 1.00 Intermediate point of WL

27 -6.00 0.00 1.00 Right tip of AILL
28 -6.50 0.00 1.00 Intermediate point of WL

29 -7.00 0.00 1.00 Intermediate point of WL

30 -7.50 0.00 1.00 Intermediate point of WL

31 -8.00 0.00 1.00 Intermediate point of WL

32 -8.50 0.00 1.00 Intermediate point of WL

33 -9.00 0.00 1.00 Left tip of AILL
34 -9.50 0.00 1.00 Wingtip of WL

35 0.00 -12.00 3.00 Lower tip of RDR
36 0.00 -12.00 9.00 Upper tip of Tv and RDR
37 2.00 -12.00 9.00 Left tip of ELVR
38 4.00 -12.00 9.00 Right tip of Th and ELVR
39 -2.00 -12.00 9.00 Right tip of ELVL
40 -4.00 -12.00 9.00 Left tip of Th and ELVL
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Table C.5: Structural member definitions for finite element model of the GTA
Member Keypoints No. of Elements Flexible Element? Lifting Surface?
Ff 1, 2 40 No No
Fa 1, 3-4 7 No No
WR 1, 5-19 17 Yes Yes
WL 1, 20-34 17 Yes Yes
Tv 3, 35-36 9 No Yes
Th,r 36-38 7 No Yes
Th,l 36, 39-40 7 No Yes

Table C.6: Structural stiffness definitions for elements along wingspan of the baseline
GTA model

Element K11 K22 K33 K44

1 2.00× 1012 1.16× 109 8.60× 107 8.60× 109

2 1.94× 1010 5.20× 107 8.60× 106 3.86× 109

3 1.90× 109 5.09× 106 8.60× 105 3.77× 108

4 1.84× 109 4.93× 106 8.60× 105 3.66× 108

5 1.78× 109 4.77× 106 8.60× 105 3.54× 108

6 1.70× 109 4.58× 106 8.60× 105 3.40× 108

7 1.62× 109 4.36× 106 8.60× 105 3.23× 108

8 1.54× 109 4.09× 106 8.60× 105 3.03× 108

9 1.42× 109 3.82× 106 8.60× 105 2.84× 108

10 1.30× 109 3.50× 106 8.60× 105 2.60× 108

11 1.18× 109 3.18× 106 8.60× 105 2.36× 108

12 1.04× 109 2.80× 106 8.60× 105 2.08× 108

13 9.00× 108 2.40× 106 8.60× 105 1.78× 108

14 7.40× 108 1.97× 106 8.60× 105 1.46× 108

15 5.80× 108 1.53× 106 8.60× 105 1.14× 108

16 4.00× 108 1.05× 106 8.60× 105 7.80× 107

17 2.00× 108 5.38× 105 8.60× 105 4.00× 107
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